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AB TRACT 
.\ multi-layered hydrodynamic model i developed for the coastal area of Ruwais, an 
mdustrial petroleum compound located about 230 Km \Vest of Abu Dhabi City that ha a 
medIUm ize de ali natIOn plant The simulation is earned out usino Delft3D model � . 
\\hlch conSider a curviltnear grid model with sigma layers in the vertical direction. and 
mcorporate the transport of salt and temperature interactively with water dynamics The 
stud I inve tigates the impact of the of brine and warm cooling water released from the 
de alination plant a well as other nearby industrial facilities using three-dimensional 
ad\ection-di perslOn urface formulation The model output is used to determme suitable 
location and configurations for water intakes as well as outlets to maintain the 
temperature and alinity of the water introduced to the plant at optimum acceptable 
le,'el . 0 that rna. imum efficiency and minimum operation cost are achieved 
A number of optional scenarios are considered to fully assess the problem This includes 
extreme desalination operation scenarios in the summer and winter, possible maximum 
release of warm water by other industrial facilities, and scenarios of future expansion of 
the plant production. Three alternatives are investigated including shifting intake to new 
offshore locations, moving the outfall away from intake area, and having the outfall 
discharge its effluent to deeper zone. Cost analysis is carried out for two scenarios to 
evaluate the impact operation cost in terms of chemical and energy cost The first 
alternative that involves shifting the intake location about one kilometer offshore is found 
the be best option as it achieved the maximum reduction of chemical and energy costs for 
all tested scenarios when compared with the existing configurations. A 2 .5% of the total 
annual cost; that is equivalent to 1,193,000 USD, is saved considering major expansion to 
the existing industrial facilities; that is 10 times the present existing effluent levels 
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CHAPTER (1) 
I TRODt CTIO� 
1.1 Background 
atu ral \\ater resources consi st of l im ited quant i t ie of run-off re ult ing from floods, 
ground\\>ater in  the al l Uvial aquifers, and extensi ve groundwater reserves in the deep 
sed imentary aquifer The upplementary non-convent ional sources mclude 
de 'al i nat lOn of sea and brac ki h water, and renovated wastewater Water availabi l ity 
i governed by  rainfa l l  di t ribution i n  t ime and space, in  relation to run-off generat ion, 
a '  wel l  a topographic and geological featu re that influence water movement and 
torage 
The count ries of the A rabian Penin sula have simi lar  physiographic ,  soc Ial ,  and 
economic characteri t i cs, i ncluding ext remely a rid  c l i mates, space natural vegetation . 
and fragi le  soil  condit ion s ( Badr et aI . ,  1 992). The penin sula i s  largely desert with the 
exception of the coastal st rips  and mountain ranges The c l imate i s  characterized by 
long, hot , and dry summers and short,  and cool winters for the interior region s and 
hot , somewhat mo re humid ,  summers and mi ld  winters fo r coastal region s For the 
major  part of the penin sula ,  rai nfa l l  i s  low and errat ic 
I n  p redominantly a rid  regions of the wo rld ,  and e special ly  in  the Middle East .  where 
conventional sou rces of fresh water (e.g , ri vers, l akes, reservoi rs, o r  groundwater) are 
not readi ly  a\'ai lable , seawater  desal inat ion wi l l  continue to supply most d rinking 
water demands. In  some count ries, desal inated water may al so be used fo r 
government sub sidized agricultural operations where self-sufficiency and nat ional 
secu rity are p rimary object i ves. The scarcity of natural resou rces and the growmg gap 
between demand and avai lable supply of potable water in  mo st of Gulf region i s  a 
majo r  chal lenge. Maintaining economic prosperity with l im ited water  supply, finding 
enough capital to increase supply ,  masteri ng advanced water technologies, securing 
suppl ies  under all condit ion s, reducing negat ive impact s to the enVI ronment , and 
coordinat ing the efforts  of exi st ing water i n stitutions are additional chal lengers that 
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have to be faced Fortunatel ", the region has the financial resources and the abi l i ty to 
turn the e challenge into opportunitie for economic t,'Tov.th and expansion 
The cont inuou stres pres ure on the region 's water re ources due to populat ion 
grO\vth and economic expan ion made it necessary to develop both the conventional 
water resources ( surface and ground water), and the uncon yentional one (desalinat ion 
of sea'.\ater and treated wa tewater) 
Imbalances between increasing water demand and exi st ing l imited water resources are 
being experienced by the countries of the Arabi an Penin sula During the last decade, 
water demand in al l  ectors has increased dramat ical ly as  a result of high popUlation 
gro\\1h , improvement in  the standard of l iv ing, effort s to establ i sh self- sufficiency i n  
food, and promotion of industrial development Domest ic  and industrial water 
requirement s for the UAE are sat i sfied through desal ination and a l im ited amount of 
groundwater from both shal low and deep aquifers. Most of th i s desal inated water i s  
produced from lSF ( Mult i  tage F lash)  process. 
1 .2 Problem Statement 
Desal inat ion plant s u sual ly take sufficient precaut ionary measures to transform 
seawater to safe dri n king water by maintain ing maximum operation efficiency 
However, depending on the local marine environment and layout of the inflow 
outflow water l ines, the performance of the plant can be con siderably affected In the 
costal water of the UAE, the natural l evel of sal i nity i s  very high ( more than 40,000 
ppm), while the water temperature i n  the shal low areas ri ses up to more than 30° C 
during the summer. The d i scharge of brine wastewater and warm cool i ng water from 
the plant s increases the water sal i nity and temperature in  the vicinity of the plant s  
i ntakes  
The coastal flow dynamics  and their associated circulation pose a great influence 
upon the water qual ity of raw water drawn by the desal inat ion plant s and eventual ly  
upon their performance and  efficiency Natural processes l i ke evaporation , d i ffusion 
and di spersion ,  and mix ing are al l  affect i ng the transport of warm and brine water in 
seawater sub jected to t ides, winds, and local ly generated eddies. The presence of oi l  
refineries  and other indu strial  fac i l it i es  near many of the desal ination plant s in the 
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CAE can add another d imen sion to the problem Other than the generated oi ly 
\\ aste , uch facil it ie u e eaw ater for cool ing purposes that usuall y cause loca l ized 
increase of \\ater temperature A careful elec tion of intakes and outlets of the 
de'al ination plant s should therefore take into account the above con siderations by 
studying the coastal flo\. hydraul ic s  and their effect on the water qual ity variat ion 
1.3 Objectives 
The objective of the tudy i to determ ine the fate of brine and warm cool ing water 
released from the desal ination plant s as well as other nearby fac il it ies using a three­
d imensional advect ion-d ispersion surface model The model output wil l  be u sed to 
deteml ine su itable locat ion and configura tion s  for water in takes as wel l as outlets to 
main ta in the temperature and sal in ity of the water introduced to the plant at opt imum 
acceptable level s, so tha t  maximum effic iency and m in imum operat ion cost are 
ach ie\ed 
1.4 Methodology 
A mul ti- layered hydrodynamic model is developed for the coastal area of Ruwais, an 
industrial petroleum compound located abou t 230 Km west of Abu Dhabi City that 
has a medium size desal ination plant. The study is conducted using Del ft3 D  model , 
\.\ h ich considers a curvil inear grid model with sigma layers in the vert ical d irect ion,  
and incorporates the transport of salt and temperature interactively w ith water 
dynam ic s  The boundary cond itions of the model are obta ined from the simulat ion 
resu lt s  of a regional model tha t  simulates  the dynam ics  of the ent ire Arab ian Gulf 
The bathymetry information is collected from available universal charts are 
"Admiral ty Chart" Meteorological and o ther oceanograph ic informat ion is col lected 
from various relevant  authorities and l iterature Average rate of water intake and 
d ischarge in the sea is coll ec ted from Ruwais Desa l inat ion P lant Authority in addition 
to estimating of any m issing data, The simulat ion is carried out for summer and 
\vinter seasons by considering the change in solar rad iat ion, varia tion of wind pattern, 
and warm water d isc harges from o ther nearby indu stries 
Field measurements for sal in ity  and temperature are collected at a number of locations 
in Ruwais area provided by recent studies Water level and current s measured at 
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elected locat ion for a rea onable period of t ime are employed into the model The 
hyd rod . nam ic and t ran port model s are cal ib rated again st the measu red data 
Compari on is made with water level dat a, cu rrent dat a t ime-dependent sal in ity and 
temperature data. 
number of optional scenano s  are considered to ful ly assess the p roblem This 
include ext reme de a l inat ion operation cena rios in the summer and winter, possible 
max imum release of wa rm water by other indust rial fac il it ies, and scenarios of future 
expan ion of the plant product ion Other scenarios assess various intakes and outlet s 
configuration includ ing their locat ion s, depths, coastal angel s, and cross sect ion s 
The sal in ity and temperatu re at the intake of the desal inat ion plant calculated from 
each scenario are ut il ized in est imat ing the operation cost of the MSF plant u sing an 
EXCEL heet program. The calculated cost s  for the considered scenario allow 
ident ifying the best configurat ion for intake and outlet s that sat isfies maximum 




This chapter focuses on the importance of selecting the desalination plant intake and 
outfall configuration as well as highlights the environmental considerations for the 
disposal of desalination concentrates. Selecting the best and practical location for 
outfall system usually has positive impact on the intake area since the discharged 
brine might be directed away form the intake location.  That enhances the desalination 
plant performance and reduces the plant operational cost. The chapter illustrates 
several case studies related to intake systems and impact assessment of brine disposal 
from coastal desalination plant. Case study carried out in Saudi Arabia highlights the 
importance of selecting the intake location and the requirements of detailed physical 
oceanographic modeling of the region before extra load is placed on the existing 
intake bay. Another study carried out in Oman highlights the significance impact of 
brine discharge of MSF desalination plant on the near by coastal area, where the 
coastal ground water aquifers are affected. Other study in Bahrain highlights the 
imponance of conducting a detailed hydrodynamic and design model of any water 
structure near a desalination plant that may affect adversely the surrounded 
environment. There are many ways of considerations to be made in order to reduce 
the impact of disposal desalination concentrates, such as addition processing / 
treatment in order to remove/dilute the chemical & discharged brine, changing 
operation conditions, change of material, alternative intake and outfall configuration. 
This can be achieved by c<:mducting a comprehensive feasibility studies in order to 
mitigate all the area of concerns that could impact adversely the environment. 
2.1 Seawater Intakes of  Desal inat ion Plants  
The seawater intake has to ensure sufficient seawater in terms of quantity and quality 
independently from the type of desalination plant (Reverse Osmosis- RO, Multi Effect 
-:MID , Multi Stage Flash-MSF) installed downstream. (Detlef Gille, 2003) 
A good intake system guaranteeing the stability of the quality and quantity of the raw 
water supply is an important factor in improving the desalination process efficiency 
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and the plant overal l  rel iabi l ity. The design of the intake system for coastal plants is  
much more elaborate and more crit ical. Figure 2. 1 il lustrates the function of bar 
grates and traveling screens. 
Travelling 
Screen 
Figure 2. 1 Function of bar grates and traveling screens 
Large floating debris is kept out of the inlet by the bar grates. Water velocity through 
the bar grates must be kept low enough so that fish and trash are not held against the 
screens, thereby reducing the flow area and increasing the velocity through screens. 
Any increase in water velocity simply hold more trash and fish, further reducing flow 
area and further increasing water velocity. The traveling screens downstream of the 
bar grates are designed to screen out fish, crab, claws, sea shel ls, twigs, polythylene 
bags and similar trash. These screens are designed to discharge accumulated trash as 
they slowly rotate. Traveling screens must be maintained in good operating order. 
The hole size in the travel ing screens i s  on the order of � inch or less. 
The best seawater quality can be usual ly reached by beach wel ls, but in these cases 
the amount of water which can be extracted from teach wel l  is l imited by the earth 
formation, and therefore the amount of water avai lable by beach wel l i s  very often far 
below the demand of the desalination plant. In theses cases the developer has the 
choice between: 
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• An intake from deep sea,yater with the advantage to have less polluted 
seawater and the disadvamage of high investment cost which normally limits 
this type of seawater intake to 20,000 m3/h 
• Open seawater intakes \\ith the advantage of low investment cost but the 
disadvantage of more biologically active w ater, which requires more efforts to 
treat the seawater. 
Offshore seawater intakes require a submerged pre-screening device minimizing the 
amount of sand sucked into the pipeline and ensuring that no particles 2.ble to damage 
or block the pump can enter. 
Most of the desalination plants are fed with surface water extracted from the sea in 
depths of 1 -6 m which is highly polluted with sand, fish, seaweed, algae jelly fish and 
Microorganisms. A much better seawater quality can be extracted from the depth 
below 35 m because the debris load in such depths is by at least 20 times smaller than 
in surface water, and therefore it is practically clean. 
Seawater intake, as a natural surface/subsurface structure or artificial structures 
studded to the coast, is an important part of any desalination plant, 2..lld its efficient 
operation has a significant bearing on the overall efficiency and productivity of the 
plants. Because inland water is either too scanty or already dedicated to other uses, 
coastal seawater offer the best option as source water for descJination plants. 
Appropriate design is a prerequisite for making intakes cost effective and 
environmentally sustainable and it is emphasized that any once-through intake system 
should take into account the present and prospective uses of selected site by 
communities of people in region .. Environmental effects such as change in the 
velocity field, seawater, local current pattern, transport of suspended and bottom 
sediment and seawater stratification has to be reported and studied. The effects of the 
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marine environment on the pl ant are recognized p rimarily a s  befoul ing of t he intake 
-
st ructu re ,  pumps and various plant st ructu res Events i n  the marine e n vi ronment have 
a defin ite bearing on operation and maintenance of desal inat ion p lants, so that a high 
quality feed water i s  a p rerequ isite for thei r successful ope rat ion. (D.Gil le ,  200 3) 
2. 1 .1 Convent ional Water Intakes 
The water intakes  are designed to p rovide the requi red quant it ies  at a l l  t ime s. Many 
d i fferent configu rat ions and d esigns have been developed in the early stages. The 
d i fferent types of water intakes can be d ivided into t wo general  categories; shal low 
seawater  intake and Deep seawater  intake depending on t he p lant  locat ion, sea bed 
format ion which a re onshore and o ffshore system s. T he i ntake systems con sist of 
either a conveyi ng channel or pipel ine and e qu ipped w ith  simple o r  complex 
mechanical screen ing systems. These systems depend on  the quant ity and type of 
suspended m atter. 
2 . 1 .2 Shallow seawater int ake 
In real ity ,  most of the locations for desal inat ion p lant s a re in t he  so-cal l ed shal low 
water  a reas where water depths of 35m can be reached to d istance s  mo re t han 500 m 
from the sho rel ine .  The cost of pipel ines on or under the sea c an be extremely high, 
and therefo re the designer consider an  off- shore p ipel ine length of more t han 500 m 
only if the p rocess requ ires eX1remely cool seawater which cannot  be extracted fo rm 
the su rface. 
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2 . 1 3 Deep seawater i ntake 
-
The best locat ion for desal ination plants are so-called deep water locations where the 
depths of 3 5  m can be reached \\lth 50 m from the shore l ine, since the requirement 
for addit ional pre-treatment of _ucb water are low. This type of i ntake i s  common 
where shal low water or high concentrations of weeds are present near the shorel ine. 
Theses intakes usual ly extend as far as local conditions requi re. The controll i ng 
factors of the offshore distance are the: 
Topography of the bottom of water body 
S ize of waves and depth of wave disturbances 
Weed/part icles concentr2.tions and movements patterns 
The topography of  the seabed indicates the bottom slope and the water depth at 
selected distances. The size oftbe waves during major storms would i ndicate the 
depth of wave disturbance, turbulence can be determined and the type and size of 
structure can be selected. Weed concentration and their patterns of movement are the 
most difficult of a l l .  The buoyancy of weeds is  variable according to  the ambient 
atmospheric condit ions. They tra\'el over the whole range of water depth, therefore 
the determination of the wero colonies movement patterns becomes extremely 
difficult to evaluate since the submari ne current weeds can t ravel in any d irect ion 
according to the prevai l i ng current conditions. (D.Gil le, 2003) 
The offshore i ntake head can be located in a seaweed free area but that is only a 
matter of t ime before the weeds move in .  The most common water depths that satisfy 
requirements of i ntake, range between eight meters and fifteen meters and extend 
offshore to about five ki lometers. With this system, the problems i nvolved are simi lar 
to those of the onshore systems but with less severity and lower frequency. 
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2. 1 .4 Improved Intake Head System 
Offshore intake system can be upgraded and highly improved by a balanced designed 
intake head system that fully uti l izes the potential flow theory in guiding water 
particles in  smooth, uniform streamlines i nto the intake head for the fol lowing four 
flow stages: (Elarbash, 1 99 1 )  
Approach Stage: 
The water particles start to move toward the intake head in radial direction with a final 
entrance velocity equals about 0. 1 4  mlsec and vanishes down to 0.06 rn/sec only one 
meter away from the head entrance. Currents generated by thennal and density 
differentials tend to have velocities much higher than approach velocities. 
That makes the pressure drop around the intake head due to the suction caused by the 
head differential at the intake basin negl igible and do not cause suspended matter to 
travel toward the intake head, thus making it virtual ly nonexistent as a sink point and 
hydraul ical ly invisible to this matter. Refer to Figure 2.2 




flow stree.llnes approochlng 
r the intllke Md 
Figure 2 .2 Flow to Intake Basin 
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The Stabilizing Stage. 
-
This stage expands from I.OVa to 2 .6Va, where Va is the entrance velocity. In this 
stage, flow freedom is provided throughout the entrance ports into the intake head by 
having the entrance portion of the flow guiding vanes perforated to provide flow 
flexibility and hence stability and to give access to flow streams created by thermal 
and density differentials to give more security against suspended matter flow and to 
smoothly divide and direct the flow into the intake pipe. (Elarbash, 1 99 1 )  
Acceleration Stage: 
This stage extends from the down stream end of the guiding vane perforated portion 
to the inlet of the intake pipeline. In this stage the flow proceeds smoothly toward the 
inlet and accelerates to 1 1  Va from 2.6Va \\ith no eddies or vorticities created, thus 
reducing pressure losses and in tum contributing to smal ler intake pipes and shal lower 
settling basin, hence reducing initial operation, and maintenance cost. 
The Steady Flow Stage: 
This stage start from the inlet of the intake pipeline to its outlet at the intake basin. In 
this stage, a steady flow regime takes place with an average velocity of 1 1  Va. The 
intake head dimensions are all a function of the average steady flow velocity (Vp) 
(Figure 2 .3 ). In conventional design, a reasonable velocity is chosen, with the flow 
rate known, then area of the flow inlet of the intake head is calculated using the 
continuity equation. By assuming either the height or the diameter/width, the other 
dimension is found. 
With minor modification applied to the intake head system, it can be easi ly converted 
to work as an effluent disperser of effluent water. The system can disperse the 
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effluent in such a manner that it i s  not allowed to be waved back and washed off on 
the beach. The dispersed effluent mixes with the ambient water and retains the same 
Figure 2 .3  Section of the intake head showing the various dimensions as function of 
the intake pipe 
physical and chemical conditions of the surrounding seawater in a short time in which 
it is allowed to stay below the surface. 
2. 1 . 5 Case study of seawater intake facil ities in Arabian Gulf 
A study was carried out in the Arabian Gult: bordering AI lubail desalination and 
power plant in Saudi Arabia. (Abdul Azis et aI., 2000). This is the largest desalination 
faci l ity in the world producing 246 MGD of water and 1585 MW of power. A new 24 
MGD seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) is  being commissioned. 
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Station I. intake bay 
-
This is a man-made structure studded to the coastline It is protected by two 
breakwater sea walls. The intake lagoon, with a 330 m wide entrance, begins 1 . 8  km 
away from the shore and taps the clean open seawater of the Gulf. The lagoon 
broadens quickly to 700 m for about 1 . 5 km and then declines to 300 m width. The 
mean depth of the bay is approximately 4.6 m. Five intake pumping stations are 
located on the shore to provide uninterrupted seawater feed supply required for the 
plants. Feed seawater is taken from a depth of 3 m. 
Station II." open sea 
The sea adjacent to the plant is shal low. The coastline is relatively straight and the 
seaward extension of the continental shelf is a gently slopping one with depths 
ranging from 1 to 1 0 m up to a distance of 6 km from the shoreline. The study site is 
shallow with a depth of around 3 m. The area is a major fishing ground and a seaweed 
bed. A huge industrial city is situated about 20 km north to this site. The materials  
required for the study were col lected during monthly cruises carried out during 1 997-
98. 
Intake issues and management strategies 
Many of  the issues of source water characteristics identified above constitute the 
effect of environment on the p lant. The marine environment being a unique ecosystem 
and the seawater being in a state of perpetual motion, the feed seawater quality and 
marine life are prone to frequent changes and are unpredictable. Desalination plants 
require a thorough understanding of their intakes for evolving suitable  management 
strategies. The seawater reverse osmosis plants are susceptible to fouling caused by 
bacteria and colloidal particles. Intake system effectiveness has become a matter of 
greater interest recently because of the fouling related problems increasingly being 
noticed in many desalination plants. Pollution of intake from other sources and from 
the p lants own discharges are suspected to reduce the effectiveness of intakes. 
AI-Jubail experience with a segregated Intake Bay has been a great success story. A 
redeeming feature observed was that the water quality did not show any deviation 
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from that of the open sea. In contrast to the open sea site (Station II) characterized by 
turbulent waves and shal low depths the i ntake bay was calmer and deeper. The intake 
bay mouth situated at about 1 . 7 Ian from the seashore accords the benefit of clear 
offshore seawater. The i ntake pumps withdrew \ ater from a depth of 2 .4  m making it 
typical ly a coastal subsurface i ntake. Besides the entrainment effect, the enclosed 
nature of the intake system unavoidably has created an embayment effect al so in the 
form of elevated TSS values and planktonic abundance. The intake bay serves as a 
shelter for the phytoplankton and zooplankton providing greater residence time and 
increased bio fouling potential . The i ntake water chlorination and sub-sequent in-plant 
chlorination has been found to be quite effective. The intake zone is free from 
contaminat ion from the disposed b ri ne. 
Desa l ination plants in  the Middle East, where the i ntake zone is not segregated from 
the di scharge zone have experienced contamination of the feed by the discharged 
brine. In  such plants, the i ntake zones were found to be affected by the elevated 
temperature and sal inity of the receiv ing waters, apparently due to spreading and re­
circulation of the effiuent-mixed layer. This underlines the need for a careful ly 
segregated i ntake and discharge bays for al l  desal ination plants located in the region. 
Al- Jubail experience in this regard has been found to be most successful in keepi ng 
the feed water free from discharged brine. (Abdul Azis et al . ,  2000). 
In  Jubail, i ntakes 1 3  and 1 4  for the new SWRO plant \"'<i1 1  be at about 2-4 m depth i n  
the Intake Bay. The intake 1 4  has been observed already as having high biological 
potential and suspended solids. The width of intake basin at Intake 1 4  is only about 
1 50 m whereas in other areas it is greater than 300 m. The sensitive nature of I ntake 
1 4  is  due to its i nterior most position i n  the lagoon. The area being relatively shal low, 
the problem of biofouling and colloidal fouling could be significant to the new SWRO 
plant in AI-Jubail and prevent ive measures are therefore needed. 
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Summary 
-
From this study, the fol lowing findings and recommendation are concluded as 
fol lows' 
* AL-Jubai l  experience with a segregated and protected coastal i ntake bay has been 
found to be a great success. The source water quality remained impressively good 
through out the period of study and did not show any sign of contamination either 
from the discharge area or from the region of the A l - Jubail industrial city. 
* At AL-Jubail, the sea adj acent to the plant is shallO\yer than the intake basin .  The 
drag of seawater maintained by i ntake pumps and the break water wal ls of the bay 
creates an entrainment and embayment effect . 
* Whereas elevated total suspended solid load, incidence of planktonic blooms and 
ingress of biofouling organisms have the potential of creating serious colloidal and 
biofouling situations i n  the seawater RO plant, the ingress of jellyfish and sea grass 
could render the intake bar/traveling screens ineffective and decrease the efficiency 
and increase the maintenance operation cost. 
* As the sea adj acent to the p lant is very shal low, a detailed physical oceanographic 
model i ng of the region i s  needed before extra load is placed on the existing intake 
bay. 
* In order to reduce the potential of colloidal and biological fouling in the new SWRO 
plant in A I -Jubail  from the p resently used intake 1 4, a suitable alternate intake may 
be identified for drawing t he needed feed seawater. An effective filtration and 
pretreatment system t aking into account the uncertainties regarding suspended sol ids 
and planh.-tonic blooms also may be incorporated in the plant. 
* AL-Jubail p lant has to be in a state of preparedness to meet the ingress of jel lyfish 
i nto the intake bay. F ixing o f  jel lyfish scooping de\ice in front of the bar screen, 
putting up a j el lyfish prevention boom a nd fixing of electronic repellers at the bay 
entrance are some proposed measures to control ingress of jel lyfish. 
* The northern breakwater wal l  of  the intake b ay needs a modification at its entrance 
to prevent a direct access of i nvasive species into the intake bay. 
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2.2 Seawater Outfal ls  of Desal ination Plants  
Desalination of seawater leaves brine containing a high salt concentration to be 
disposed into the environment. For coastal desalination plants, the most practical and 
least expensive brine disposal operation is to discharge it into the sea. However the , 
location of the outfall  may affect the sal inity and temperature conditions at the intake , 
and as a result, adversely affects the desalination plant performance. 
Because of the rapid development of industry, cities and agriculture, especially along 
the coastal areas of Oman, not only the ground water is intensively pumped out but 
also its quality is deteriorating as a result of seawater intrusion. The need for seawater 
and for access makes it a practical choice for locating a desalination plant in coastal . 
areas. It seems natural and practical for coastal 
desal ination plants to dispose of their brine waste into the sea, via outfalls at some 
distance from the shorelinelbeach. (Anton Pumama et aI . ,  2003). There are several 
types of disposal methods, among which the fol lowing three methods: 
• Ocean Outfal l  
• Disposal Ponds 
• Basalt Aquifer Inj ection Wel ls 
An ocean outfall is a long pipe that is l aid along the seafloor. At a certain depth and 
distance form the shore, the pipe is perforated to allow a waste stream to diffuse 
through the pipe into the ocean. Due to concerns with environment impact and cost, 
the ocean outfall  disposal method was ranked low. Howe\-er, this method is still in 
use in  many desal ination p lants with increasing the distance of locating these outfal ls  
( range from 1 000m to 3 000m). 
Disposal ponds can be used as a method for disposing of brine. The brine is pumped 
into the ponds where it evaporates, leaving behind salts and other dissolved solids. 
B rine ponds can a lso be u sed to hold the brine solution until it can be disposed of in  
another way. The inj ection wel l  method inject the waste streams to deep injection 
wells within aquifer and 3 00 feet below the source well locations. The injection wel ls 
should be deep enough to eliminate potential of waste brine seeping into the offshore 
coastal waters. 
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2.3 I �pact of Bri ne and Tem perature on M ari ne Enviro n m en t  
The problems of thermal discharge are becoming more and more criti cal as  the 
demand for electricity and desalinated " ater is increasing in the Arabian Gulf 
countries. Thermal discharge may cause three major chan!les in the natural 
eco \' terns. The first change is the thermal enrichment of the receivino water' � , 
secondly, alteration of the chemical make-up of the water may be detected: and 
thirdly, the biotic structure may be modified. In arid climate regions, as it is the case 
with most of the Arabian Gulf countries, it is no longer po-sible to rely solely on 
l imited u nderground water resources. To meet the growing demands for potable water 
and its reliable supplies, several desalination plants have been constructed in many 
parts of Gulf countries 
The impact of brine disposal operations on coastal and marine environment is still 
l argely u nknown; however, it is commonly thought that the brines discharged must 
u ltimately be diluted and transported into the ocean. Nevenheless, for each coastal 
seawater desalination plant, care bas always been taken to detennine the optimum site 
of water intakes and brine waste outfalls .  One factor affecting dispersion of brines 
discharged is the water depth variations. In deeper water, the rnixjng is stronger as the 
current tends to be stronger, and there is a greater depth oyer \vhich to dilute brine 
waste. 
2. 3 . 1 Case study of impact assessment of brine disposal from coastal desalination 
p lants in Oman 
There are two main types of seav,'ater desalination plants: multi-stage flash (MSF) 
and reverse osmosis (RO). MSF distil lation is the leading seawater desalination 
processes in terms of its capacity_ RO process uses rugh pressure to remove dissolved 
salts through a membrane; and the concentrated brine produced may have salinities up 
to 2 5 times higher than the ambient seawater. The total amount of brine produced in 
Oman throuoh MSF plants is much larger than that of its RO plants (Table 2 1 ). o . 
(Anton Pumama et aI . ,  2003 ) 
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Table 2 ] The exi st ing coa tal de a l inat ion plant s in  Oman 
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The fi r  t and large t MSF coastal desal inat ion plant in  Oman i s  in  Ghubrah, supplying 
demand for the capital 1u cat areas ( AI Saj wani ,  1 998) Seawater is d rawn from an 
intake of about 2 km offsho re ,  and the outfall for b rine waste d ischarges i s  at the 
beach. There are a lso many other smal ler  RO coastal desal ination plant s in Oman that 
d i spose of thei r b rine waste i nto the sea (Table :2 1 )  Other coastal desal inat ion plant s 
in  the A rabian Gulf count ries have al so been reported to d ischarge of the ir  brine v .. aste 
into the sea 
Oman has a coast l ine st retching for more than ] 700 km from the Gulf of Oman to the 
A rab ian Sea . Beginning at the northern end of Oman. the Musandam coast i s  
characterized by p recipitous slopes that continue below water to depths exceeding 40 
m Only a few of these sho res  a re accessible by land. The northern coast l ine of Oman 
i s  a p redominantly sandy beach, which follows south from Ghub rah to Sur with sandy 
beaches and roc ky coastal cl iffs. The coast l ine shows a quite steep bathymet ry to 
depths  greater t han 2000 m with in 8 km o ffsho re. The southern part of the Omani 
coastal water faces the A rabian Sea and extend s to the Yemeni border The coast is a 
most ly sandy beach; but further south to the bo rder of Yemen, the shore i s  
characterized by low metamorphic rocks and c l iffs with steep slopes descending into 
the sea. The imaginable envi ronmental i mpact most commonly assoc iated with b rine 
d i sposal operations from coastal desa l inat ion plant s are attributed to d ischarges of hot 
concent rated b ri ne, it s sub sequent mix ing and t ransport, and i ts  effect s on marine 
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habitats. The brine plumes due to continuous di scharges into the sea are observed 
drifting parallel to the shoreline and slowly heading towards the beach (Figure 2.4). 
7 
Figure 2.4 Seabed depth profile of a sloping beach. 
In order to meet the growing demands for water, underground water resources have 
been intensely exploited, in particular through abstraction from wells. However, as 
replenishment of the aquifer is very low due to the shortage of rainfal� coastal areas 
of Oman face the critical problem of seawater intrusion. In order to ease the 
groundwater contamination by sal ine water, many coastal desalination plants have 
been constructed (see table 2. 1 ) . 
Coastal desal ination plants in Oman discharge the brine waste containing high salt 
concentration into the sea. The results reflected that the continuous discharging brine 
wastes directly on the shoreline would result in the sal inity increased along the 
coastline. Unfortunately, such an increased in salinity will intensify, instead of 
improving, the critical problems of seawater intrusion into coastal groundwater 
aquifers. The impact of brine disposal operations on coastal and marine environments 
can be avoided by extending the outfal ls further offshore to the sea. (Anton Purnama 
et al. ,  2003) 
2 . 3 .2  Case study of impact assessment of Desalination Plant on the Physical 
properties of seawater in Bahrain 
The magnitude of the effects of the thermal discharge varies with the temperature of 
the effluents, the topography of the system and the dispersion rate of the receiving 
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water. Signs of thermal effects on marine ecosystem could be seen through the 
alteration in the water qual ity, marine organisms and habitats. 
The most obvious chemical alteration may include an increase in the sal inity and a 
decrease in the dissolved oxygen. The effects of these changes on the marine 
ecosystem depend on the rate of dispersion of the effluent . As the rate of dispersion 
increased, the effects of the effluent are decreased. (Winters et aI. ,  1 979). 
Study Area 
The site is  located at the north side of Sitra IsLand, Bahrain (Figure 2.5) .  
The island is surrounded by a shal low bay. The average depth of the by is 1 m. The 
Sitra Power and Desal ination Plant "SPDP" is  a thermal plant located on the island 
and produces a bout 28 MGD of desalinated water and 1 25 MW of electric power. 
The plant has four cooling water conduits. These conduits are located on the north 
side of the plant. The seawater inlet flow has an average rate of 66,000 m3/hr. There 
are four effluent outlets, three from the disti l lers and one from the condenser. The hot 
effluent is discharged at an average rate of about 1 2,000 m3/hr. 
�::AUD 
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Figure 2 . 5  Location of coastal desalination plants in Bahrain. (Ahmed Ai Tayaran, I .  
Madany, 1 99 1 )  
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In  order to prevent the spil lover of warm effluent into intake surface water, a roc1--)' 
jetty has been constructed. The length and width of the jetty are 70 and 2 m, 
respecti vel y .  The water temperatures of site range from 10 to 20 °C in winter months , 
December-February (price et a I . ,  1 984) and may reach to about 40°C during sum mer 
months. Coastal a ir  temperature during winter months normal ly drops to 1 2°C and 
regularly exceeds 40°C in sum mer ( Issa et aI , 1 989). During the winter months, the 
sal in ity of surface water of the site may drop to about 37ppt, and may reach 45 ppt 
during sum mer. The di ssolved oxy-gen levels of the surface water range from 6 .0  to 
about 4 .0 mgll during winter and summer, respectively, (AJ-AJawi., 1 983) 
The Field Study 
The effects of thermal discharge from the SPDP on the surface water temperature and 
sal in ity were monitored. An electric thermometer was used to measure water 
temperature. A refractometer was used to determine the sal in ity. Measurements \vere 
conducted t\\ice a week for a period of 2 months (February and March). These 2 
months are a t ransit ion period between the winter and sum mer months. The 
measurements were conducted at 90 stations. Fifteen ( 1 5) stations were located on 
the in let side. These were considered as the reference points of this study. Seventy 
five (75) stations were selected randomly on the outlet side. The first station was 
selected near the concrete wall of the outlets. These stat ions covered an area of 
2 approx. 1 500m . 
Results 
Two zones of receiving water were dist inguished. The first zone extends from the 
discharge points to 70m seaward. This zone fal l s  within the protection l imit of the 
jetty (hereinafter cal led the protected zone). The second zone eX1ends beyond the 
protected zone to about 1 50m seaward. (Ahmed AJ Tayaran et al . ,  1 99 1 )  
The temperature and salinity of the stations of the protected zone were significantly 
h igher than those of the control stations. 
Beyond protected zone l imit, there were various responses. The significant 
differences in  water temperature between the receiving and control stations cont inued, 
but s ignificant differences i n  the water sal inity of the recei\ing and control station 
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were also observed. Heated water dispersion is strongly affected by the presence of 
the jetty. The jetty restricts water currents and circulation within the protected zone. 
Within the protected zone, the dispersion of the heated effluent was strongly restricted 
and depressed. The dispersion of temperature in the protected zone was also affected 
by the jetty, whereas, the dispersion of temperature returned to normal beyond the 
jetty. At about 30m beyond the protected zone, and where the jetty effect is l ifted, the 
control stations were affected by the change of the temperature of the receiving water. 
The size of the mixing zone was estimated as 1 60m (exceeds jetty by about 90m). 
(Ahmed AI Tayaran et al . ,  1 99 1 )  
Effluent water is direct ly discharged into the shallow coast l ine water body at a 
temperature of 1 0  to 1 5 °C above the naturally occurring equi l ibrium water 
temperature during winter and summer. The water discharged into the natural water 
body from the SPDP caused the effluent to spread over the surface and avoid 
excessive mixing. The warmed water is direct ly exposed to the atmosphere for heat 
dissipat ion. This type of dissipation rel ies on the rate at which warmed water moves 
to the surface. 
It appears that the jetty is not working in the way in which it was designed. The 
effluent was detected to cause changes in the water temperature and sal in ity beyond 
the jetty area. It also appears that with the jetty area, water circulation was affected. 
These effects were reflected i n  the i ncreasing levels of the temperature and sal inity i n  
receiving water and the l imited mixing efficiency of the water. 
The mixing zone of the receiving water was extended to approx. 1 60m from the outlet 
point .  This distance is between 50 and 60m beyond the effective designed limit of the 
jetty and exceeds the l imit recommended by the U .S .  Atomic Energy Commission 
( 1 97 1 ) . The mixing zone size, according to U.S. AC recommendation, should not 
exceed 90m for a p lant with similar specification as SPDP. The jetty is effectively 
reducing the dissipation of the effluent. 
The author recommended rectifying this deficiency by extending the intake to deeper 
water, extending the jetty, or by changing the method of di scharge of the effiuent. 
The first measure may not be possible due to the heavy traffic of SuI man Port near the 
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SPDP and the restricted depth of the area that makes this alternat ive unfeasible. 
Increa5i ng the length of the jetty causes further water restriction and may not be 
suitable for decreasing the size of the mixing zone. Underwater effluent discharoe � 
may be the best alternat ive. Sending the SPDP effluent 1 00m offshore throuoh ::> 
underwater pipes provide enough protection to the intake and reduce the effect of 
restricted water circulation. However, a further feasibi l ity study was still 
recommended to evaluate the commercial side of this alternative. (Ahmed AI Tayaran 
et aI., 1 99 1 )  
2.4 E nvironmental Considerations for the Disposal o f  Desalination Concen trates 
For negat ive environmental impacts, the industry needs to recogn ize this t rend and 
determine ways of mit igat ing the problems. More generally, the industry needs to be 
proactive i n  addressing these i ssues that may, i f  not addressed, slow or limit 
realizat ion of the tremendous potential for desalination to meet the growing needs for 
alternative water sources i n  an  environmental ly safe and cost-effective way (Mike 1L,  
1 992). 
The following sect ions review the characterist ics of membrane (reverse osmosis) and 
thermal concentrates and the environmental concerns associated with each method of 
concentrate disposal. Particular attention i s  paid to the surface discharge of 
concentrates since i t  is the most frequently used method of concentrate disposal, both 
for seawater and brackish processes. 
2 .4 . 1 Characterizat ion of Desalinat ion Con�entrates 
Factors affect ing concentrate characterist ics i nclude: 
• 
• 
Raw water quality 
Pre-treatment chemicals 
o polymer addit ives 
o acid 
o chlorination 
o corrosion i nhibitors 
o dechlorination 
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• '"Vater recovery 
o temperature 
o process p roduction of corrosion products 
• Post-treatment chemicals 
• Concentrate blending 
• Addition of cleaning or other wastes to concentrate 
Concentrate characteristics are summarized in Table 2 .2  for the various desalting 
p rocesses considered. Unl ike most industrial processes, the major waste stream 
produced by the desalting processes - the concentrate - is not characterized by 
intentional ly added process chemicals .  Rather, the concentrate reflects the raw water 
characteristics, and the composit ion at a more concentrated level. Raw source water is 
pretreated with addit ives to control scal ing, foul ing, and corrosion of process 
components, all of which compromise system performance. The level of these added 
chemicals is  relatively low in most cases (typically less than 1 0  ppm), so that 
concentrate is overwhel mingly defined by the const ituents present in the raw water. 
An exception to the low level of added chemicals is the use of acid to reduce scal ing 
potential  from carbonate species. Acid may be added in amounts up to a few hundred 
mgIL. Besides lowering the pH, the addit ion of acid increases the concentration of 
the acid anion species such as sul fate in the case of sulfuric acid addit ion. Such 
anions, however, are not of toxic concern. 
Thus the feed water to the processes is sl ightly modified raw water. In the process 
i tself most or all of the raw water const ituents get concentrated depending on the 
particu lar process. Typical concentration factors, different for the various processes, 
are given in Table 2 .2 .  
Due to the much higher processing temperatures in thermal processes, the potential 
for corrosion is significant. The industry has shifted towards the use of more corrosion 
resist ant material s as wel l as away from the continuous use of acid. Consequently, 
corrosion potential has decreased. \Vhere acid and chlorine are used, good control of 
chemical l evel s  i s  i mportant . Post-.treatment of concentrate i s  usual ly minimal. 
Brackish reverse osmosis (BRO) concentrates that originate from groundwater 
sources may be low in dissolved oxygen and high in dissolved CO2 and even H2S. 
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Post-treatment may consist of aeration for oxygen, degasification to get rid of CO2 
and H25, and pH adjustment to bring the pH back up to neutral levels that miniruizes 
corrosion potential a nd be compatible with receiving water life forms. Sea\yater 
reverse osmosis (SWRO) processes may have only pH control as post-treatment 
Concentrate from thermal processes, such as  multistage flash evaporation (MSF) and 
multi effect di til lation (MED), is typical ly mixed with once-through cooling water 
prior to discharge. The cooling water usual ly contains a certain amount of free 
chlorine that is dependent on the sophistication a nd effectiveness of chemical CDntrol . 
The dilution of concentrate results in a final discharged effluent that is rarely more 
than 1 5% higher in salinity than the receiving water. In larger thermal desalination 
plants that are sited along with steam turbine power plants, the concentrate may be 
further diluted with condensate water. SWRO concentrate, on the other hand, can be 
1 00% higher in sal inity than the receiving water. 
Other wastes produced by the desal ination p lant, such as cleaning wastes, may be 
mixed \vith the concentrate and discharged together. The intermittently produced 
cleaning wastes m ay be stored and continuously blend into the concentrate or 
discharged to the sewer. .Membrane chemical cleaning agents include acids.. bases, 
complexing agents, enzymes, detergents, and disinfectants. The wastes also contain 
the scaling and fou ling materials that are cleaned from the membrane system. I n  
thermal processes, t he fairly standard acid cleaning produces a waste that may also 
contain elevated l evels of metals due to  tube corrosion/etching. In  summary, while 
desalting concentrate depends on the particul ar process involved, there are several 
important shared characteristics. Desalting concentrate may be described as having 
low levels of process-added chemicals so that raw water characteristics determine 
final concentrate characteristics. The concentrates are characterized by few 
parameters other than high total dissolved solids (mS) relative to the raw water and 
higher temperature in the case of thermal process concentrates. Membrane 
concentrates may be further characterized by low pH and thermal process 
concentrates (frequently) by the presence of t race metals and residual chlorine. It is 
important to realize that, i n  the absence of  corrosion products and with good chemical 
control and use of non-toxic additives, desalting processes do not produce more 
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pollutant material or  mass, they redistribute (concentrate) what is present in the raw 
water �(}.10unt et aI. ,  1 992) 
2 .4 .2  Concentrate Disposal and Environmental Concerns 
There are several means o f  disposal of concentrate that are practiced worldwide 
These include: 
• Surface water discharge • Land applications 
• Disposal to front end of • Evaporation ponds 
sewage treatment p lants • Brine concentrators 
• Deep wel l disposal 
First is the disch arge to the effluent end of a sewage treatment plant. This option 
avoids hydraulic overloading of the sewage treatment plant. The combination of 
discharges offers dilution for both waste streams. Second is the further concentration 
of the concentrate by a b rine concentrator. This is typical ly an expensive option; 
however, feasibility needs to be viewed on a site-specific basis. The brine from the 
concentrator may be  converted to solids (zero discharge option) by further processing 
by spray dryer o r  crystal lizer. Alternatively, the b rine may be added to lime settling 
ponds where the solids end up as sludge. Another alternative is to haul the brine to a 
centralized multipu rpose wastewater treatment center for final treatment and disposal. 
The environmental concerns associated with the disposal of concentrate center on the 
contamination of surface and ground waters, soil, and air by individual chemical 
components and the salinity level of the concentrate. The source of the chemical 
contaminants can be from raw water, added chemicals, and corrosion. 
By far, most concentrates are discharged to available and adjacent surface waters. In 
the United States, regulation of effluents (including concentrates) has evolved from a 
few bulk physical and chemical p arameters of pH, total suspended solids, biological 
oxygen demand, etc. to include many chemical inorganic and organic parameters. 
Further, the allowable l evel of m any chemical species has decreased over that last ten 
years. More recently, surface water discharge permits have also required a more direct 
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demonstration of effluent non-toxicity i n  the form of whole effluent toxicity tests 
(WET tests) Here, various organisms, ideally common to the receiving water, are 
exposed to the effluent for a period of time. In acute tests, the survival of species is 
monitored. In chronic tests, the e ffect of the effluent on growth and reproducibi l ity is 
monitored Periodic testi ng to monitor  effluent qual ity is required after permit 
i ssuance. In some even more recent permitting instances, bioinventory study of the 
receiving water l i fe forms has been requ ired - a direct i ndication of the environmental 
effect . 
The discharge of  concentrate to  the front end of a sewage treatment plant raises 
practical concerns about the effect of the concentrate TDS and possible heavy metals 
on the process bacteria, as wel l  as the effect of the added concentrate load on plant 
capacity .  The primary envi ronmental concern is for the i ncrease in IDS of the sewage 
plant effluent due to the concentrate. 
Land appl icat ion of concentrates i ncludes spray irrigat ion and percolation ponds. 
Al lowable salin ity and specific chemical level s are dictated both by vegetation 
tolerance and sal i nity of  u nderlying aquifers. "Vater quality l imitations frequently 
dictate blending of the concentrate with a lower salinity water (such as sewage plant 
effluent) prior to discharge. Th is  disposal option is  typically l imited by climate and by 
the availability of land.  Permits may require monitoring of soil and groundwater 
condit ions. 
Disposal by deep wel l  i nject ion  is disposal to a non-drinking water aquifer that is 
structural ly isolated from overlying d rinking water aquifers. Monitoring of disposal 
wel l integrity a nd of the water  qual ity of nearby monitoring wel ls  is typically required 
i n  the disposal permit. This d i sposal option is not possible in most locations, and 
where possibl e, it can be costly. Evaporation ponds are most appropriate for 
relatively warm, dry c l imates with high evaporat ion rates, level terrain, and low land 
costs. Monitoring of pond i ntegrity i s  typically required i n  disposal permits. In the 
zero discharge case, the concentrate is taken to dry solids as a result of further 
treatment . The environmental concern is with the disposal of the solid waste and 
specifical ly  with the leaching of chemical components from the landfil l  site and 
eventually into nearby surface and u nderground waters. Table 2 .3 lists the particular 
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en i ronmental concerns for each of  these disposal options as wel l as possible 
mitigation methods (Mike �1 , 1 9 92). 
2.4 .3  Surface Water Discharge of Concentrate 
Surface water discharge is the most frequent disposal method used for brackish water 
plants and is the disposal method for nearly al l seawater plants. The emironmental 
effects from surface water discharge are more readi ly apparent than those from other 
disposal options. Consequent ly, there has been more focus and research on 
environmental effects of this di sposal method. Several environmental c{)ncerns that 
are rai sed by the di scharge of concentrate to surface waters have to do with the 
chemical makeup of the concentrate and its temperature relative to that of the 
receiving water. Table  2 . 4  l i sts the various specific environmental concerns the , 
processes they are associated with, and the possibl e  mit igat ion approacbes. 
Seawater is much more un iform i n  composition than groundwater. The variable nature 
of groundwater qual ity can lead to environmental concerns associated with the raw 
water. The raw ground water may contain  contaminants that when concentrated 
become toxic to some aquatic organisms. Some m itigat ion is possible through l imiting 
the degree of concentration directly i n  the process or by blending of  the concentrate 
with any avai lable a nd suitab le  d i l ution \yater. Treatment of concentrate for removal 
of specific chemical species i s  generally not economically  feasible - with the 
fol lowing exceptions. Groundwater  may contain low levels of dissolved oxygen and 
high levels of other dissolved gases such as C O2 and H2S .  Routinely encountered 
levels of CO2 and H2S are directly toxic to many organisms. Concentrate levels of 
these gases can be corrected by treatment of the concentrate p rior to discharge. Within 
the last few years, i t  has been determined that some groundwaters, \vhen concentrated 
(and some when they are not concentrated) are toxic to various organisms used in  the 
whole effluent toxicity ( WET) tests. The cause of  the toxicity i s  the unusual relative 
amounts of essential ions present (Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cl, S 04, HC03, etc.) .  More 
specifically, the toxicity occurs  when the relative amounts of these common ions are 
'unbalanced' as compared to the relati�e amounts of these common ions in  a 'balanced' 
water such as seawater di luted to the same sal in ity level. This toxicity most , 
frequently occurs i n  situations where waters are less 
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sodium chloride dominated and more calcium carbonate or calcium sulfate dominated 
(or dominated by some other species). This essential or common ion toxicity is being 
determined to be a factor in several cases of fai led WET tests in F lorida brackish 
reverse osmosi s plants. Current research i s  underway to better define the nature of this 
type of toxicity. 
It appears that the common ion toxicity is not a l inear function of concentration like 
most forms of toxicity, but sharp thresholds exi st so that toxicity occurs above certain 
concentrations and toxicity d isappears sharply once the amount of a specific common 
ion is di luted past its threshold. This u nusual nature al lows for an efficient application 
of blending, of the use of diffusers that assure a certain immediate level of di lution in 
the receiving water, and of mix ing zones. The term mixing zone i s  used here to mean 
a regulatory concept, which defines a l im ited area or volume of the receiving water 
\ here the initial di lut ion of a d ischarge i s  usual ly al lowed to occur. 
Some environmental concerns ari se from the pretreatment of desalt ing process 
feedwater. Anti-scalant addit ives, corrosion inhibitors, acid, and chlorine may be 
added during pretreatment and be present in  the feed water and thus the concentrate. 
Obviously, any pretreatment addit ives that remain in the concentrate are concentrated 
along with other feed water species. The u se of non-toxic additives and post-treatment 
of the concentrate to increase pH and l imit chlorine residual s are typical mit igation 
approaches. Some environmental concerns are directly due to the processing. Thermal 
processes produce a concentrate of elevated temperature relative to the feed water 
source, which is typically also the receiving water for the concentrate discharge. The 
i mpact of temperature differences b etween discharge and receiving water can be 
reduced by blending with lower temperature waters prior to discharge and by the use 
of d iffusers. Mixing zones for temperature may also be granted by regulatory 
agencies. Depending on the material s of  construction, thermal processes may give rise 
to metal ions of corrosion origin (C� Ni, Fe, Cr, Zn) in the concentrate. Toxic level s 
of these metals may be reduced o r  avoided by using different material s, through 
improved chemical  control, and through di lution or blending of the concentrate. 
Where intermittent acid clean ing wastes are added to concentrate, a holding tank and 
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continuous blend of the cleaning wastes into the concentrate can lower instantaneous 
levels -Where feasible, separate disposal of cleaning wastes may be considered 
For an SVVRO concentrate of 70 pp� a dilution of about 3 5  to 40 times would be 
required to achieve an effiuent stream sal inity of one ppt above the receiving water 
(assumed to be 3 5  ppt) Recently, brine  disposal i n  oceans has been modeled to take 
into account these considerat ions. Thus a tool i s  available to assist the design of a 
proper dispersion and d ischarge system for this s ituat ion. This addresses the 
mit igat ion method of d iffusers. Other mitigation methods include blending and the 
assignment of mi i ng zones S ince thermal process concentrates are typical ly mixed 
with cool i ng water prior to discharge, effluent sal in ity level s  are much lower than 
those from SWRO plants. 
2 4 . 4  Technical Solutions 
From the discussion, it  may be seen that the mitigat ion methods involve both 
technical and regulatory approaches. In general,  the technical and regulatory solutions 
mentioned include: 
Technical solut ions. 
• Additional processing (treatment or blending to remove or dilute the chemical 
of concern) 





sal in ity) 
Changing of material s (use of non-toxic addit ives, non-corrosive materials to 
reduce or el iminate the problems) 
Reducing effluent i mpact on receiving waters (use of diffusers to afford an 
i mmediate dilut ion factor) 
Better chemical control (of chlorine to reduce residual l evels; of acid to avoid 
excessive corrosion; of other p rocess additives to l im it their level) 
Continuous blending of cleaning wastes and concentrate or separate disposal 
of cleaning wastes and concentrate 
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Regulatorv solutions 
• Grant ing a mi  ing zone for specific  chemical , for
 certain toxicity situations, 
and for temperature 
Author concluded that not all of the
se 'solut ions' are presently possible .  I n  some cases 
more re earch need to be conduc
ted to provide better scientific understanding and 
therefore a more appropriate ba
sis for acceptance of these solutions by regulatory 
agencle I n  other cases, the 
economic feasibi l ity of mit igation methods i s  
questionable This feasibil ity mus
t b e  evaluated o n  a site-specific basis and be par
t of 
the de ign or redesign proc
ess associated with determining feasible
 concentrate 
dispo al options. (Mike 1 . ,  
1 992) 
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Table 2 2  Characterizat ion of Desalt ing Processes and their Concentrates like 1 ,  
1 992) � 
Process B RO S\V RO 
Ra\\ \ ater Brackish Seawater 
Recovery based on 
60 to 85% 30  to 50% 
feed 
Temperature Ambient Ambient 
Concentrate blending 
Possible, Possible, 
not typical not typical 
F inal concentration 
2 . 5  to 6 .7  1 . 25  to 2 .0 
factor 
Pretreatment 
• Similar schemes may be used in al l p rocesses 
1\1 F&l E D  
Seawater 
1 5 t0 50% 




< 1 . 1 5  
• Chlorination where biological m ay be present (more for surface 
waters) 
• Polymer additives used for scale control 
• Acid sometimes used in  addit ion to addit ives (particularly for RO) 
• Corrosion inhibitors used in thermal processes 
• Decolourisat ion for some membrane processes where chlorination is  
used 
Post -treatment 
• Degasification for CO2, H2S (BRO) aeration for adding O2 (BRO) 
• pH adjustment for corrosion protection (RO) 
where BRO = brackish water reverse osmosis 
S\YRO = seawater reverse osmosis 
MSF = multi stage flash evaporation 
:i\.fED = multiple effect dist i l lation 
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Table 2 3  Environmental concerns for different disposal options 
and pos ible mitigat ion method ,  membrane processes 
(Mike M. ,  1 992). 
Dispo al  opt ion 
urface " ater 
General 
env iron m ental concern 
:Mit igation method 
Contaminat ion of receiving 
water ( ee table 2 4) 
See table 2.4 
2 e\ er 
blending; 












5 .  E aporation 
ponds 
6 Zero discharge 
Reduce recove!)', 
Contamination of underlyi ng, 
groundwater, and of soil 
blending; membrane 
type selection 




due to well 
locat ion or change 
means of disposal 
Contamination of u nderlying 
higher 
quality aquifers due to pond 
leakage 
Contaminat ion of underlying 
higher 
quality aquifers due to land 
fi l l  leakage 
Double l ining with 
leach ate collection 
system 
Double l ining with 
leachate collection 
system 
Note: 111 every case the contaminatioll may b
e due to the IDS level, specific chemica! 
specie 's ierel, or both 
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Table 2 4  Surface water di scharge' Em;ronmental concerns 
and possible mitigation methods Eke M , 1 992) 
m,iron mental Concern Proce 
From ra, water 
1 Contaminants present BRO 
in raw water (others) 
2 ' Imbalance' in essential 
ion (from many BRO 
groundwater) 
3 Low dissolved oxygen, 
high H2 , etc, (from BRO 
many groundwater) 
F ro m  pretreatment  
4,  Toxicity of addit i  es Al l 
5 ,  Low pH (due to acid 
RO 
addit ion) 
6 Chlorine in concentrate Thermal 
Fro m  the process 
7 .  Temperature Thermal 
8 11etal ions of corrosion Thermal 
From the concentrate sal inity 
M it igation method 
Limit degree of concentration, 
blending; ml''i:tng zones; post­
treatment 
Diffusers, blending; mixing zones 
Aerate, degasify, or otherwise 
treat prior to discharge 
Use non-toxic additives 
Raise pH prior to discharge 
Dechlorination prior to discharge, 
improved chemical control 
B lending; diffusers; mixing zones 
Different equipment material s, 
blending; improved chemical 
control; continuous discharge of 
cleaning wastes with concentrate, 
separate disposal of cleaning 
wastes 
RO more 
9 Different sal in ity than than Diffusers; blending; mi
xing zones 
receiving water thermal 
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2.5 Hydrodynamic Modeling for Arabian G u l f  
The oceanic region comprised of the Gulf, Strait of Hormuz, and Gulf of Oman is one 
of the most important waterways in the world. The maximum width of Gulf  is  338  
kIn, and the length to its northern coast is nominally 1 000 km.  The surface area of 
Gulf  is approximately 2 . 3 9x l 05 km2 , and a mean depth of 36 m i mpl ies an average 
volume of 8.36x 1 0
3 km3. The bathymetry of the Gulf shal lows to the northwest and to 
the west coasts. An isolated trough extends northward from the Strait of Horrnuz 
along the Iranian coast approximately 1 00 km. The trough collects denser bottom 
water and impedes exit ing bottom flow. The possibi l ity exists that a weak bottom 
circulation into these depressions cold lead to a buildup of pollutants. The board 
region of shallow water off the coast of the United Arab Emirates (UAB) features 
many small islands and lagoons where it is extremely difficult to operate 
oceanographic vessels. This area is a region o f  intense evaporation, and a significant 
contribution to the deep circulation of the Gulf  is made here. (Reynolds 1 993) 
Probably no other body of water of comparable size and economic i mportance i s  so 
under investigated as Gulf region. Modeling efforts have been carried as far as they 
can with the present, spotty data base. Winds and hydrography and the resulting 
currents are highly seasonal, and alack of data sets for all seasons adds another 
dimension to the problem. An extensive modeling effort is one mean of bridging the 
data gap. Modeling efforts can be divided between tidal models and estuarine 
circulation models. Three comprehensive model s of the estuarine circulation 
currently exist : 1 .  US Naval Oceanographic Office (Horton et aI. ,  1 992); 2. The 
Catholic University of America (Chao et al . ,  1 992); and 3 .  King Fahd U niversity of 
Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM) (Lardner et aI., 1 99 1 ). The Navy model is a t hree­
dimensional, primitive-equation circulation model with complete thermodynamics 
and imbedded turbulent-closure sub models.  It uses terrain following vertical 
coordinates and has a horizontal grid size of approximately 8 km and 1 4-22 levels in  
the vertical . The Catholic University model u ses 20 km grid size and 1 1  levels in  a 
d iagnostic formulation. The KFUPM model covers the Gulf with a rectangular grid 
of approximately 1 0  km size. It is three-dimensional, but has the option of being a 
two-dimensional, vert ical ly-integrated mode.  The algorithm uses a mode-spl itt ing 
method by which the depth-averaged equat ions are first solved for the barotropic 
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mode, then the momentum equations are stepped forward to compute the velocity 
profiles The bottom friction and advective tenns are computed for use in the depth­
averaged equation on the next step. These models all produce simi lar large-scal e 
patterns. There are several excel lent tidal model s for the Gulf, and the paper by (Le 
Provost, 1 984) is a good review. Tide are oscil latory and contribute little ot the 
residual current flow. Thus, for scales beyond the tidal excursion « 1 0  km), they 
contribute little to advection processes. They do contribute to horizontal and vertical 
mixing mainly by production of mechanical turbulence over the sea bed and around 
obstacles The KFUPM has developed a detailed tide model of the Gulf (Lardner et 
ai , 1 982) 
2.6 Hydrodynamic Model ing for Ruwais Area (UAE) 
With the rapid development of the coastal zone, the environmental issues in UAE are 
drawing significant attention i n  recent days. It i s  important to understand the nature 
of the mixing and variation of these parameters for precise investigation the local 
water quality. The shal low coastal shelf of the UAE is known as dense water 
formation zone. Denser water formed in the shallower water moves towards the 
deeper part as density current (Chao et aI., 1 992; Reynolds 1993). Temperature­
salinity distribution i n  this part of the southern Arabian Gulf influences the water 
quality. Resol ing the physical dynamics of the coastal water of Ruwais, an 
industrial ly developed segment of UAE coast, is  i mportant for the assessment of 
ecological health of the area. Typically, in the southern Arabian Gulf, the sal inity 
gradually decreases i n  the seaward direction as the depth increases (Reynolds 1 993). 
The coastal water temperature is  higher in the summer and the trend reverses in the 
winter. Such horizontal gradients can potential ly develop three dimensional residual 
flow (Elshorbagy et aI . ,  2004b). In Ruwais coast, the shoreward density variation i s  
more pronounced as a number o f  indust ries discharging warm and/or brine water 
close to the shore l ine affect the temperature-salinity d i stribution of the area. 
(Elshorbagy et aI. ,  2004b) demonstrated through a series of tests of mathematical 
model that density gradient and wind are the most i mportant forces for generating 
mean circulation i n  the Arabian Gul f.  The density current is more prominent in the 
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north and in the central region whereas the wind go ems the current along the coast of 
audi-Arabia and UAE The wind also influences the d ensity current and plays a 
regulating role on the fresher water influx from the Arabian Sea. 
2.7 ummary and Recomm endation 
The location and configuration of the intake as well as  the outfall of the desalination 
plant are considered one of the most important factors that should be well investigated 
and deeply studied. Conducting several scenarios of the i ntake and outfall location i s  
considered a practical process in  order t o  achieve t h e  best location that has minimum 
impact of temperature and sal inity of brine produced from the nearby desalination ' 
plants Intake and outfall configurat ions should be  evaluated in terms of vertical 
alignment, pipel ine angle, . . .  etc, in order to reach to the most suitable configuration 
considering full compliance with technical and commercial requirements. 
The present study investigates the alternatives by focusing on Ruwais Desal inat ion 
Plant (GUP) in United Arab E mirates. The intake and outfal l configurations will be 
evaluated through hydrodynamic simulation and results will be util ized to asses the 
desalination plant in terms of performance and operation cost. Scenarios will consider 
the expected expansion of existing petrochemical and other nearby industrial 
facilities.  The evaluation o f  extending the outfal l away from the shoreline will be 
investigated through the simulated mode� in order to study the effect of this proposal 
on the sal inity and temperature at i ntake location. Other scenarios will  be considered 
as \ ell to improve the feed water characterist ics at intake in terms o f  salinity and 
temperature. 
There are several environmental concerns associated with the d isposal of desalting 
concentrates. In most cases their mitigation is straightforward in  a technical sense. 
The choice of disposal m ethod and mitigation m ethods, however, is dependent on 
acceptance by the regulatory group(s) i nvolved in the permitt i ng of the desalting 
plant . In addition to the costs associated with addressing such environmental 
concerns the time and effort i nvolved in interacting with regulatory agencies, i n  , 
researching disposal options, and in generating and providing data for regulatory 
agencies should be accounted for. 
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As just discussed, there are capital costs associated with each disposal method and 
mitigation approach. Disposal permits typ ical l y  i nvolve morutoring and reporting 
requ irements with their associated operating costs. 
Regulation of  environmental effects  i mpacts the capital and operating costs of 
de alting plants and thus the p lant feasibi l ity. Consequently, environmental i ssues 
need to be considered at an  early stage of the p lant design Likewise exist ing p lants 
subject to new regulations, must also consider the environmental issues. 
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CHAPTER (3) 
EFFECT OF INTA K E  SA LINITY & 
TEi\ l PERATURE ON MSF PERFORl\ 1ANCE 
\Vater is  the most important chemical compound for the use of mankind It has an 
essent ial role in all organic  l i fe due to its solvent properties. It i s  a precond ition for 
i mprovement in health standards. Water i s  closely associated with the progress man 
has made The demand for steady, economical supply of water is constantly 
i ncreasing all around the world .  Often it does not match the available supply. It does 
not seem possible that supply wi l l  equal demand i n  the near future. Therefore, sound 
water resources development i s  and wil l  be a constant challenge. In many countries, 
water pol icy wil l  have to be an essent ial ingredient of economic policy. 
There are many solut ions to water problem. Al ternatives include control of water 
consumption, conservation, improved distribution and storage, reclamation, 
purification and reuse, planting or growing crops that use less water, tapping of new 
sources, etc. Desalination is seriously considered only when all the other possibil ities 
have been ruled out for various reasons. 
The MSF process with b rine  c irculation is one of the major processes of the 
desal ination industry. At present, this process is considered the most suitable for large 
scale production capacity, where the conventional capacity of a single unit amounts to 
2 5,000 m3/d. (Hisham Ettouney et aI . ,  1 999) 
This chapter focuses on the process of Multi Stage Flash Desalinat ion plant. Single 
stage system i s  presented as i ntroduction to thermal process. Detailed descript ion of 
MSF process is  presented in tenns of flashing flow system considering re-circulation 
process Then, the chapter highl ights the energy requirements and chemical treatment 
process including polyphosphate chemical t reatment, acid t reatment, and high 
temperature additives. MSF simulation i s  presented by creat ing a detailed design 
example using EXCEL for MSF simplified model in order to obtain required design 
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data, and evaluate the system performance and assess the effect of sal inity and 
temperature on MSF. Final ly, cost evaluation is carried out i l lustrating the impact of 
sal inity and temperature increase on MSF overall performance and operational cost i n  
terms of chemical and energy cost. 
3. 1 Single Stage Flash Process 
Feedwater i s  preheated in a condenser. It then flows to a brine heater where low 
pressure steam is i ntroduced from an external source. The feed ,vater is maintained 
under pressure conditions, which do not permit vapor formation. No boil ing takes 
place i n  the pipe leadi ng to the flash chamber. Hot feed water from the brine heater is 
i ntroduced i nto the flash chamber, which is m ai ntained under vacuum by an ejector. 
The temperature i n  the stage is sl ightly below the boi l ing point (or saturation 
temperature) of the feed at that pressure. When feed enters the stage, it is already at 
the saturation temperature for higher pressure. It becomes superheated and has to 
give off vapor (flash) to become saturated again. Transfer of latent heat from brine to 
vapors causes brin e  to cool down to the saturation temperature equivalent to the stage 
pressure. The vapor, after passing through dernister, i s  condensed on the condenser 
tubes. The heat of condensation supplies a large part of the heat required to raise the 
feed to its boil ing point.  Disti l late is collected i n  the disti l late storage. Un-evaporated 
brine i s  rej ected to the sea. Fresh seawater is added continuously. Refer to Figure 
(3 . 1 ). 
--- ---- � ..... -- --- - - -
Figure 3 . 1  Single Stage Flash 
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3.2 Princ iple of  Fla h Di t i l la t ion 
I n  order to increase the heat recovery efficiency of a single unit, the number of flash 
stage is increased The modified system recovers a considerabl e  part of the wasted 
energ and is know as the Multistage Flash Process . 1SF) An MSF evaporator can 
be visual ized to be a single stage unit extended to 1 - stages (usual ly 1 6-50) in  series 
For a gi en perfonnance ratio, an increase in the number of stages reduces the 
e pensive heat transfer area (the cost of relatively cheap partitions between stages). 
The pressure in each stage is lower than the pressure i n  the preceding stage The 
m in imum pres ure and temperature in the last stage are fixed by vapor volume and 
heat rejection considerations. This temperature is usual l y  in the range of 37-40 0c. 
The add ition of multiple stages reduces the amount of heat that has to be removed 
from the process. The number of stages controls the amount of heat recovery possible 
and this detennines the amount of external energy required. B rine is not rejected from 
the first stage as is done in  the single stage flash process_ It is sent to the second stage 
instead. When brine enters the second stage, it fl ashes again. Vapors are condensed 
on the condenser at the top of stage 2. The temperature of un-flashed brine drops to a 
value corresponding to the second stage pressure. This brine flows into the third 
stage where it again undergoes flashing (as in the first two stages). This continues t i l l  
the nth stage. Concentrated brine form this stage i s  rej ected (once through process) or 
recycled (re-circulation process). 
In each stage, distil late is produced. The amount of d istil late produced in each stage 
varies The important controlling parameters are: 
1 .  Temperature drop i n  each stage 
2.  Total flash range (difference between the top brine temperature and the brine 
reject temperature) 
3 .  Stage heat t ransfer coefficients 
In the MSF system, various plant arrangements and operational techniques have been 
establ ished. The three main plant characteristics, which can adequately describe an 
MSF system, are: 
1 .  F lashing flow system 
a. Once through 
b. Re-circulation 
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2 .  Type of chemical pretreatment 
a. Pol phosphate 
b Acid 
c .  H igh Temperature Addit ives 
3 Condenser Tubes configuration 
a Cross 
b. Long 
c Vert ical 
3.3 Fla h ing  Flow System :  �ISF- Once t h rough 
A plant which does not re-circulate a portion of the brine is knows as a "Once 
Through" plant. In this p roce s, seawater is fed to the last stage of the evaporator by 
the seawater supply pump. It flows through the condenser tubes of all the stages up to 
the brine heater. In each stage, it condenses vapor produced in the flash chamber of 
that stage. Therefore, it gets preheated 
On leaving the first stage condenser tubes, seawater is heated up to the top 
temperature in the brine heater by low pressure steam. The hot feed is then introduced 
into the first stage flash chamber. It flashes and the vapors produced are condensed 
on the condenser tubes. Un-flashed brine is sent to the next flash chamber (for which 
it is superheated feed), where it again flashes due to the lower pressure maintained 
there. This process i s  repeated ti l l  the last stage. The vapors produced are salt free. 
Any entrained brine droplets are removed with the help of knitted wire mist separators 
(better known as demi ster) . Refer to Figure (3 .2) 
Un-evaporated brine in  the last stage is  sent back to the sea. It is extracted by the 
brine blow down pump. The amount of blow down is equal to the feed less than 
distil late produced. B low down i s  usually around 90% of the feed. About 1 0% of the 
feed is recovered as d i st i l late. Due to the relatively low percentage of disti l late 
recovery and greater amount of chemicals required (than i n  re-circulation plants), 
once through plants are not widely used. Their advantage is that operation i s  
relat ively s imple, especial ly during startup. Balancing flows through all the stages i s  
easier than in  a re-circulation type plant . This type of plant i s  exposed to low brine 
concentrations because brine is not re-circulated. Hence, scal ing problem is l imited 
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Figure 3 .2 Multi-stage flash with no circulation (Arshad Kahn, 1 986) 
The important features of this process are: 
1 .  Low brine concentration decreases danger of scal ing. 
2. Brine concentration at the top temperature i s  low. This al lows a higher top 
temperature. This means increased flash range and less chance of scal ing. 
3 .  No circulation pump required. 
4.  Large amount of non condensable gases released through flashing. 
S .  High corrosion due to  large amount of released gases. 
6 .  Reduction i n  heat transfer coefficients due to gas blanketing. 
7. Large ejector capacity. 
8 .  Very large raw seawater requirements. 
9. Variation of seawater temperature can affect the flash range, thus affecting 
disti l late and steam quantity. 
1 0. Easy startup and operation. 
However, as mentioned earlier, once through system is not used widely and most 
common practical and capacity is the re-circulation system. (Arshad Kahn, 1 986) 
3.4 Flashiq,g Flow Syste m :  MSF- with re-circulation 
TIlls i s  a modification of the once through process. In the once through process, the 
latent heat required for flashing is supplied by the sensible heat change of the liquid. 
Suppose brine temperature is 1 00°C in the first stage and 3 0°C in the last stage. This 
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i s  equi alent to a loss of 70 kcal/kg. This i s  approximately l /gth the energy required to 
vaporize 1 kg of water Hence, production is only 1 /gth of the re-circulation flow 
To reduce the amount of fresh feed required and to have better heat recovery, part of 
the brine coming out of the l ast stage i s  recycled Recycling permits selection of a 
de ired feed to product ratio, which i s  direct l y  related to the concentration ratio , 
u ually, 50-75% of brine from the last stage is mixed with fresh feed ( makeup) and re-
circulated through the heat gain/recovery section (HGS) and brine heater The balance 
is rejected a blow down Makeup flow is equal to sum of the dist i l lated and blow 
down flm s 
The ratio of makeup to blow down flow is cal l ed the concentration ratio and usual ly 
varies in the 1 .3-2 range. It i s  affected by the raw seawater sal inity and the maximum 
temperature selected for flashing brine. The scale deposition process is dependent on 
the concentration ratio. In general, a value of l .  7 should  not be exceeded To keep the 
concentration rat io within safe l imits, sea\ ater makeup is continuously added to brine 
in the last stage. If the concentration ratio is too low, it wi l l  mean u sing l arger feed 
\ ater rates. Consequently, energy and chemical s costs  wil l  be adversel y  affected. 
Compared to the once through process, which comprises only two sections (brine 
heater and heat recovery section), the re-circulat ion process consists of three sections 
The additional third sect ion is the heat rejection sect ion (HRS). The recovery and 
rejection sections are enc losed in a single l ong vessel. This i s  divided into 
compartments, which are separated by thin wall s .  
The function of the  HRS i s  to  remove excess heat from flashing brine. I t  does this by 
heat exchange with a coolant (raw seawater). The HGS and HRS together usual ly  
consist of 1 6-50 stages, each operat ing at  a lower pressure than the preced ing stage 
Each stage i s  di ided into evaporation and condensation compartments. 
Cold seawater is pumped to the in let of the l ast HRS stage. It flows through the 
condenser tubes. Heat gained by seawater in the tubes is equal to the latent heat of 
condensation of the vapors. The seawater extracts an a mount of heat equal to the heat 
added in  the brine heater. This allows a cont inuous cycle of operation to take place. 
Condensed vapors are col lected on dist i l late trays 
On leaving the tubes of the final HRS stage, most of the seawater is rejected to the 
sea. A portion, equal to the makeup, is chemical ly t reated for scale prevention and 
then sent to a decarbonator ( if acid dosed) for removing gaseous carbon d ioxide. It is 
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then sent to the deaerator. Deaeration helps pre ent corrosion by oxygen and 
e l imirrate accumulation of non-condensable gases on the condenser tubes 1akeup i s  
then introduced into the flash side o f  the last HR S  stage where i t  mixes with 
concentrated brine. 
After mixing, brine in  the l ast flash chamber is e:\1racted by the brine re-circulation 
pump A part is  rejected as blow down and the rest is pumped into the condenser tubes 
of the last HGS stage This brine acts as the coolant in the condenser sect ion of each 
stage It becomes progressively hotter as it gains the latent heat of condensation (from 
the last to the first stage of the HGS). The warrrung recycle brine stream condenses 
vapors generated at successively higher temperatures and maintains the temperature 
and pressure profile over the plant Brine circulates in the plant in a countercurrent 
. 
manner. This establ i shes a temperature profile v.ith the maximum temperature at the 
brine heater outlet and the lowest temperature at the outlet of the last HRS stage. 
Across the flash chambers, a pressure profile is establ ished corresponding to the 
saturation temperature. 
From the HGS sect ion, brine flows to the brine heater, where its temperatu re needs to 
be raised by only a few degrees up to the top temperature. This temperature depends 
on the type of feed chemical treatment. Heating in the brine heater is  d one by low 
pressure steam. Hot seawater from the brine heater passes through a flow control 
valve, which maintains the pressure required to avoid boil ing. On entering the flash 
chamber of  the first (hottest) stage, part of the seawater flashes into vapors. These 
condense on the condenser tubes. 
Each stage is maintained at a specified vacuum by ejectors. They remove air and non­
condensable gases. The pressure difference is control led in each stage by b rine, which 
acts as a seal . The p ressure in  each stage is controll ed so that incorrung heated brine 
flashes instantaneously and violently. After flashing, brine cools down and passes i nto 
the next lower pressure stage. It again flashes. Thi s  flashing process continues, at 
progressively lower temperature and pressure, till brine reaches the last (coldest) stage 
of the HRS. 
Dist i l l ate from each stage i s  collected in a common disti l late through. As dist i l late 
cascades, from one h igher p ressure stage to the next lower pressure stage, it flashes 
and subsequently cools down. Vapors from dist i l late flashing condense on the 
condenser tube bundle and drop back as l iquid into the product tray. Heat l iberated 
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thus i s  used to combine mass of the flashing brine and product . The process 
continues, \,;th brine and dist il late passing in parallel from stage to stage, ti l l  the last 
stage from \\ here d ist illate is channeled to the dist il late pump (Arshad Kahn, 1 986) 
3.5 hemical T reatment 
M F plant require seawater as the primary feed It i s  required for cooling the HR 
and ejector wndenser Part of this i used as makeup Typically seawater has a 
temperature of 20-3 5°C and sal inity around 42,000 ppm. Its various constituents and 
pollutant like uspended matter and gases (b 'drogen sulfide, ammonia, etc .. ) can 
cause scaling and corrosion Therefore, pretreatment of feed water is  a very i mportant 
step in the MSF disti l lat ion process. Without pretreatment, there wil l  be frequent 
interruptions in plant operation. Pretreatment usually consists of fi ltration, 
chlorination, ant iscalant chemical dosing, deaeration and/or decarbonation 
3 . 5 . 1 Polyphosphate Chemical Treatment 
Feedwater treatment with polyphosphates causes the formation of sludge ( instead of 
harmful hard scales) in condenser tubes. \Vith polyphosphates, the top brine 
temperature is restricted to 9 1 °C .  Typical heat transfer coefficients are in  the 2800-
3000 W/m'2 °C range. Cleaning frequency can be as low as once every two years. 
Howe er, typically  it is done every 4-6 months even if an on l ine ball cleaning system 
is u sed (Andrew Porteous, 1 983) 
3 . 5 2 Acid 
The addition of  HCI or H2S04 to the makeup in stoichimetric quantities reduces the 
seawater alkal in ity. This prevents the forma ion of scales. A d isadvantage of acid 
dosing is that it accelerates corrosion if  pH control is  not strictly m aintained. 
Cleaning frequency with acid is less- about once a year. 
3 . 5 . 3  High Temperature Additives 
Plants using high temperature additives (HTA) l ike Blegard EV can be operated at 
temperature higher than is possible with polyphosphates. HTA prevents scale 
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formation and produce crystal distortion. This prevents individually  precIpitated 
particles from adhering to each other or to the metal surface (Andre
w Porteous , 
1 983)  
3 .6  Energy Req u irement  
An M F plant requires energy i n  the form of heat to raise the brine tem
perature in  the 
brine heater Mechanical power is required for dri ing
 the pumps and auxil iaries .  
The PO\! er required for pumps and auxi l iaries depend on the outpu
t and performance 
ratio For a plant with a performance ratio of 9, the p
ower required wi l l  be about 3 .7 
k.-wh/m3 ( if  an electric drive i s  used for the b rine re-circula
tion pump-BRP) .  
Low pressure steam i s  required in the brine heater
 and high pressure steam is  required 
for operating the ejectors. Heat consumption d
epends on the temperature difference 
between the flashing and re-circulat ion of brine 
streams This difference i s  a funct ion 
of heat transfer surface areas, overall hea
t transfer coefficients, foul ing, and 
temperature losses due to boi l ing point elevation
. 
The performance ratio can be varied by va
rying the heat transfer surface area and 
stage design A large performance ratio m
eans a large number of stages and hence, 
higher capital cost . (Arshad Kahn, 1 986) 
3.7 Advantages a n d  D isadvantages of �ISF
 Process 
3 .7 . 1 Advantages of MSF Process 
• Can be constructed i n  very large capaciti
es. 
• Considerable operat ing experience. 
• Boiling does not take place on the tube
 surface. Therefore, less susceptible to
 
fouling. 
• Performance rat io not directly related
 to the number of stages. When tubes
 are 
fouled, there i s  choice between de
crease in product output and i ncre
ase i n  
• 
energy consumption (steam). 
Scale prevention i s  less hazardous
 because threshold chemicals are e
xtensively 
used (acid treatment not being pre
ferred). There is  less l ikel ihood o
f corrosion 
due to overdosing. 
• Very pure product water is obtain
ed. 
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• Economies of scale work well 
3 . 7 .2 Disadvantages of MSF Process 
• P rformance ratio l imited Upper temperature is l imited to 1 2 1 °C 
• Cannot operate below 60% of design capacity 
• Lack of high/qual ified skil led staff 
• low start up Requires considerable care. 
• Leaks in  tubes can cause serious product contamination. 
• Large amount of seawater required compared to the production. Large 
pumping power required 
• Very large intake structure required due to large requirements of seawater. 
• Large capital cost . 
• Improper materials selection has lead to problems in  the past . 
• oise of pumps, ejectors, steam product ion system . . .  etc. 
• Considerable cost for continuous maintenance and spare parts. 
However, in  l ight of the above, MSF process proofs strongly to  be the most 
suitable system in large scale and wil l remain the m ain desalination process, 
especial l y  in 11iddle East . This is due to the fol lowing facts in addition to what 
have been mentioned above: 
• The conservative nature of the desalination owner. 
• The product i s  a strategic l ife-supporting element 
• Extensive experience in  construction and operation 
• Process reliabi l ity 
• Limited experience, small database and unknown ri sks with new technologies 
3.8 MSF Simulat ion 
MSF process with brine re-circulation is  shown in Figure 3 .3 .  Detailed of MSF 
processes are described below ( Hisham Ettouney et aI . ,  1 999): 
3 - 1 0  
- The intake seawater stream (Mr+ Mc\\') is introduced into the condenser tubes of the 
heat rejection sect ion, where its temperature i s  i ncreased to a higher temperature by 
absorption of the latent heat of the condensing fresh water vapor. 
_ The warm stream of intake seawater is divided into two parts. the first is cool ino u 
seawater (Mcw), which i s  rejected back to the sea and the second is the feed 
sea'.' ater, which i s  deaerated, chemically treated and then mixed in the brine pool of 
the l ast flashing stage in  the heat rejection section. 
_ The brine recycle stream (Mr) i extracted from the brine pool of the last stage in the 
heat rejection section and i s  introduced into the condenser tubes of the last stage in 
the heat reco ery section. As the stream flows in the condenser tubes cross the 
stage it absorbs the latent heat of condensation from the flashing apor in each 
stage. 
_ The bri ne recycle stream (Mr ) enters the brine heater tubes where the heating steam 
Is )  i s  condensed on the outside surface of the tubes The brine stream absorbs the 
latent heat of condensing steam and its temperature increases to its maximum design 
value know as the top brine temperature (To ) .  
_ The hot brine enters the flashing stages i n  the heat recovery section and then in the 
heat rejection sect ion, where a small amount of fresh water vapor is formed by brine 
flashing in each stage. The fl ashing process takes place due to decrease in the stage 
saturation temperature and causes the reduction in the stage pressure. 
_ In each stage of the heat recovery section, the flashed off vapors condenses on the 
outside surface of  the condenser tubes, where the brine recycle stream (Mr) flows 
inside the tube from the cold to the hot side of the plant .  This heat recovery 
improves the process efficiency because of increase i n  the feed seawater 
temperature . 
_ The condensed fresh water vapor outside the condenser tubes accumulates across 
the stages and forms the d isti l late product stream (Mcl). This stream cascades in the 
same d irect ion of the fl ashing brine from stage to stage and withdrawn from the last 
stage in the heat rejection sect ion. 
3 - 1 1 
- The flashing process and vapor formation is l imited by an increase in �e specific 
vapor olume at  lower temperature and d ifficulties encountered for opera::jon at low 
pressure. Common practice l imits the temperature of the last stage to raIl2:e of 30  to 
40°C,  for winter and summer operation respectively .  Further- reductiCEl in these 
temperature results in drastic increase of the stage volume and its d�ens- ns. 
- In MSF, most of flashing stages operation at temperature below l 00=C h.z-I e vacuum 
pressure. This increases the possibi l ities of in-leakage of the outside air. Also, trace 
amounts of d issolved gases in the flashing brine, which are Dot removed in the 
deaerator or formed by decomposition of CaHCO). At such cor:..i.itiOi:1S, air and 
other gases are Don-condensable and their presence in the system mz.y result in 
severe reduction in the heat rates within the chamber, increase of tendency for 
corrosion, and reduction of the flashing rates. This condit ion n�--essitates proper 
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Figure 3 . 3 Multi-stage fl ash desalination process (Hisham Ettouney et al.,  1999) 
Treatment of the i ntake seawater (ME + Mew ) includes screening �d filtration.. On 
the other hand, treatment of the feed seawater stream is more extenso -e and it includes 
deaeration, and addition of chemical to control scaling, foaming and collosion which 
may affect the operation process and as a result the efficiency o f  the plar:it pro
duction. 
( Hisham Ettouney et al., 1 999) 
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3 8 1 10del Description 
The 1 F simpl ified model i s  a very useful tool for obtaining quick design data, 
e aluat ing the system performance, and d e  eloping a good
 initial guess for more 
detai led mathematical models Model assumptions include the fo
llowing 
• Con tant and equal specific  heat capacity for all l iquid streams 
• Equal temperature drop per stage for the flashing brine. 
• Equal temperature drop per stage for the feed seawater. 
• The latent heat of vaporizat ion in each stage i s  assumed equal t
o the average 
alue for the p rocess. 
• The non-condensab le  gases have negl igib le  effect on the hea
t transfer process 
• Effects of the boi l ing point rise and non-equi l ibrium losses
 on the stage energy 
balance are negligible ;  however, their effects are i nclu
ded in the design of the 
condenser heat transfer area 
• The temperature of the feed seawater leaving the reje
ction section is equal to 
the brine temperature in  the last stage. 
Overall Material Bal ance 
The overall material balance equations is gi
ven by 
(3 . 1 )  
Mr = "Mi  + Mb 
Where M i s  the mass flow rate and the subscripts f, d and b define feed, d
istillate and 
brine stream, respect ively. The overall salt
 balance is given by 
(3 .2) 
\Vhere X i s  the salt concentration .  Equat
ion (3 .2) assumes that the distillate is  salt 
free. (llisham Ertouney et aI . ,  1 999) 
Using equations (3 . 1 )  and (3 .2), so 
(3 .3) 
(3 .4) 
Evaporator and Condenser Energy B
alances: 
_ The energy balance of the evapo
rator is given as fol lows: 
(3 . 5) 
3- 1 3  
Where Qe is the thermal load of the evaporator, Cp i s  the specific heat at constant 
pressure of the bri ne, and A i s  the latent heat of evaporation 
- The energy balance of the condenser i s  given as fol lows· 
(3 .6) 
- The overall energy balance of the system i gi en as follows 
(3 .7) 
Equation (3 .6) i s  used i n  order to eli minate the last term in equation, so the overall 
energy balance will be: 
(3 .8) 
The vapor temperature Tv i s  then defined in terms of the boi l ing temperature (Tb) and 
boil ing point elevat ion (BPE) 
(3 .9) 
Subst itution of Eq.  3 .9  i nto Eq 3 .8  gives· 
(3 . 1 0) 
Equation 3 . 1 0  is arranged to give 
(3 . 1 1 ) 
The flow rate of rejected brine, Mb i s  eliminated in  Eq . 3 . 1 1 by using the relation 
given i n  Eq. 3 . 3  . 
Ms As = M! Cp (Tv-Tr) + M! (Xr l (Xb - Xr ) Cp (Tv -Tr) + M! (Xr l (Xb - Xr ) Cp BPE 
+ �L! Av (3 . 1 :!  
Eq 3 . 1 2  i s  simplified to 
Ms As = M!«( 1+Xr l (Xb - Xr ) Cp (Tv -Tr) + (Xr I (Xb - Xr )) Cp BPE + Av) (3. 1 3 )  
Eq 3 . 1 3  i s  then written in  terms o f  the flow rates ratio of the d istil late and heating 
steam, or the performance ratio , PR. This gives, 
(3. 1 4) 
3 - 1 4  
Equation 3 1 4  i s  used to determine the s stem performance ratio as a function of the 
temper�tures of the feed and condensed vapor, the salinity of feed and rejected brine, 
the boi l ing point elevation, the latent heats of heating steam and condensing vapor and 
the heat capacity of water. 
Equation 3 6 is  arranged to obtai n  the specific cool ing water flow rate. The derivation 
of this relation proceeds as fol lows 
(3 1 5) 
The sea" ater feed flow Mr is e l iminated in the above equation by use of the relation 
gi en in Eq 3 .4 .  This gives 
(3 . 1 6) 
Further arrangement of Eq . 3 . 1 6  gives the specific flow rate of water cooling: 
(3. 1 7) 
E aporator and Condenser Heat Transfer Area: 
The dimensions of the required heat transfer surface area in  the evaporator � are 
obtained from : 
• The amount of the heat to be t ransferred Q.:. 
• The overall heat transfer  coefficient Uo!' 
• The difference between the condensat ion temperature of the steam, Ts and the 
boil Ing temperature of  the seawater Tb 
So, this relation is  given by 
Substituting the value of Qe from Eq. 3 . 1 5  into the above 
M f C p ( T  b - T f ) + M d )' y 
A = • U . ( T s - Tb )  
(3 . 1 8) 
(3. 1 9) 
The flow rate of the feed sea\ ater, Mr is eli minated in Eq. 3 . 1 9  by the use ofEg 3 4, 
which relates Mr, �, and sal i n ity of the feed and rejected brine. 
A e = 
M [ X b ] c  ( Tb - T f ) + M d A y d 
X - X P b f 
3 - 1 5  
(3 .20) 
Eq�ati?n 3 .20 is arranged �o obtain the specific heat transfer area for evaporator, 
whIch Io? defined as the ratIO of the heat transfer area to the disti l late product fl 
h I ·  ' 1 1  b 
ow rate 
o t e re atlOn WI e 
A «  
M d  
� [ x ,� 'x f ] C , ( T, - T f ) + A ,  
U « ( T s - Tb ) (3.2 1 )  
Reference to Eq 3 2 1 ,  it is noticed that the increase in the (BPE) would reduce the 
temperature driving force and hence increases the specific heat transfer area In other 
words, the (BPE) represents an ex'tra resistance to heat transfer 
The heat transfer between the condensing vapor and the feed water in the condenser 
can be written in terms of the condenser load, the overall heat transfer coefficients Dc, 
the conden er heat transfer area Ac, and the logarithmic mean temperature difference, 
(LMTD)c , thus 
A = Q c c U e ( IMTD 
= 
From fig. 2 
( lJvfTD L = 
U c ( IMTD 
( T f - Tcw ) 
In ( T  d - T cw ) 
( T d - T f ) 
The specific heat transfer area in the condenser i s  then given by 
A c 
M d  
= 




The fol lowing example  demonstrates the mathematical calculations of the 11SF 
system performance parameters. This model will be used to compare all the 
hydrodynamic  scenarios in terms of salin ity and temperature at desal inat ion intake 
and the effect of these scenarios on the feed seawater, cooling seawater with respect to 
pumping requi rement, chemical dosages and the commercial impact on the plant 
operation. Numerical results uti l ized later (section 3 . 1 0) are obtained from solving 
the present example. Also, proposals for future expansion of Ruwais existing 
faci l it ies and the proposed recommendations relevant to the intak� and outfall 
configurations will be based on the calculations made by this model . 
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3 8 2 MSF Design Calculation ( Hisham Ettouney et a1 , 1 999) 
Mathemat ical Form u lat ion Results 
Assumed Design Parameters 
Top Brine Temperature To (OC ) = 1 06 
Brine Temperature at last stage Tn (OC ) = 40 
Temperature of motive steam , Ts eC) = 1 1 6 
Temperature of intake seawater, Tc\\ (OC ) = 25 
Product Flow Rate , Md ( kg/s) = 3 78 8 
Intake seawater Salinity , Xr (ppm) = 42000 
Salinity of brine reject , Xb (ppm) = 70000 
Number of Flashing stages = 24 
Specific heat at constant pressure , Cp ( kJ/kg °c ) = 4 . 1 8  
Heat Recovery/Gain Stages = 2 1  
Heat Rejection Stages = 3 
Vapor Velocity in the last stage Vv (mls) = 6 
Brine mass flow rate per stage width Vb ( kg/ms)= 1 80 
Weir friction coefficient, Cd = 0 .5  
Calculations: 
The flow rate seawater flow rate is  calculated : 
Mr = Xb / ( Xb-Xr) � = 947 
The flow rate of blow-down brine is  calculated : 
Mb = Mr - �  = 568.2 
The temperature drop in each effect is obtained : 
�T = ( To - Tn ) /n = 2 .75 
Temperature at the first and second stages T 1  & T2: 
T l = To - �T =  1 03 .25 
T2 = Tl - �T =  1 00 .5  
The temperature of seawater leaving the condensers 
in the first and second stages are calculated : 
Trl = Tn + (n-j)� T = 97.75 
Tr2 = Trl - �T = 95 
Calculation of the y rat io is  preceded by evaluation of 
Ta\ and Aa\ : 
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Ta\ (To + Tn ) / 2 73 
At Ta\· 73 °C , Aa\ ( Table A 2) 2330  
Y Cp �T / Aa\ 4 93 3  X 1 0-3 
The brine recycle flow rate is obtained ' 
Mr Md / ( 1 - (l-y)" ) 3 3 84 5 
The steam flow rate i s  obtained ' 
Ms Mr Cp ( To - T r l )/ As 52 .52 
The heat transfer area for the brine heater , Ab, is  
calculated 
Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD)b -
((Ts - To ) - (Ts - Trl » / I n((Ts - To)/(Ts-Trl» 1 3  7 1  
Overal l heat transfer coefficient (Db) -
1 7 1 94 + 3 .2063 E-3 * Ts + l . 597 1 E-5 * (Ts)L + 1 .99 1 8E-7 * (Ts)3 1 .99 
Brine Heater area ( �) - Ms As / ( Ub (LMTD)b) = -. 4274 8 
The condenser area i n  the heat recovery section, A, is  
calculated for the first stage : 
Vapor condensation temperature ( Tvl) = 
TI  - BPE1 - NEAl - �Td l -
From Appendix (table A.3) 
Xr = (XMr+ ( Mr-Ml)Xn - M�b)/Mr = 62 1 65 
The values of B and C i n  the correlation for BPE are calculated : 
B = ((6.7 1 +6 .34E-2* T l  + 9.74E-5 * (T 1 ?)* 1 0/\-3 = 0.0 1 43 
C = ((22.23 8+9. 59E-3 * T l  + 9.42E-5 * (T l )
2)* 1 0-t\ = 2.223 X 1 0-7 
Subst itute B and C i n  BPE correlation: 
BPE1 = Xr ( B + (Xr)C » 1 0-3 = l . 75 
The non-equi l ibrium al lowance, NEA l ,  in the first stage is  calculated 
from the correlation given in the appendix for the MSF system. This 
involves calculat ions of the gate height, GH, the height of the brine pool 
, the stage width W, the stage pressure drop, P 1 -P2, and brine density. 
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\V MrNb 
The stage lenQth i s  calculated for the last stage, where 
D24 1 4 904 kg/s 
Pm - 0 05 1 2  kg/m3 
L - DJ(P�l1 * V\ll * W )  
The brine density in the first stage is 1 002.4 1 3  kg/mJ, which i s  obtained 
from 
from the correlation given in the appendix ( Table A 1 ) with sal inity is 
62473 9 ppm and temperature of 1 03 .25 0c. The pressure of the first and 
second stage are obtai ned form saturation pressure correlation, where, 
T 1= 1 03 .25, P 1= 1 1 3 . 72 kPa and at T2= 1 00. 5 °C and P2= 103 .23 kPa. The 
result ing gate height in  the first stage, GH 1 ,  i s  calculated. 
GHI = Mr( 2 Pbl MI )<.0 5) / ( Cd W) = 
The correspond ing brine pool height is obtained by simply adding 0.2m to 
value of GHI : 
H I  = 0 .2 + GHI 
The non-equi l ibrium al lowance is  then calculated using the correlat ion 
given in the appendix A4 : 
NEAl = ( 0.9784 )(10) ( 1 5 . 7378 )(Hl) ( 1 . 3 777 )(\O- l U -b) = 
The temperature drop in the demister is assumed negligible in comparison 
with the values of BPE l and NEA L Therefore, the vapor temperature in 
the first stage is 
Vapor condensation temperature ( T  v i ) = 
T I  - BPEI - NEAl - �Tdl = 
The vapor temperature T vi is used to calculate Ur and (LMTD)r, where : 
Logarithmic  Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD)r= 
« Tv - Trl ) - (Tv - Ta )) / In«Tv - Trl )/(Tv-Tr2)) = 
(Ur) - 1 . 7 1 94 + 3 .2063E-3 * Tvl + l .957 1 E-5 * (TV I )l + 1 .99 1 8E-7 * (Ts)J 
( Ar) - Mr Cp ( Tr 1 - Tr2 )  / ( Ur (LMTD)r) = 
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1 8 80 , 
1 4 9 
0 05 1 2 
2 . 58  
0 .0785 
0.2785 
0 .2 1 3  
1 0 1 .289 
4 . 78 
1 . 996 
4073 .95 
The condenser area i n  the heat rejection section , Aj, is determined for the 
last stage Determination of this value requires calculat ions of the vapor 
condensat ion temperature, Tvn, the logarithmic mean temperature 
difference (LMTD)j, and the overal l  heat transfer coefficient, Ui The vapor 
temperature i s  given by : 
T\n - Tn + BPEn - NEAn - �Tdn -
The values of B and C are calculated as : 
B - ((6 7 1  +6.34E-2* Tn + 9. 74E-5 >!< (Tn)l)* 1 01\-3 -
C - ((22 238+9 .59E-3 * Tl + 9.42E-5 * (TJ)2)* 1 01\-8 = 
Subst itute B and C in BPE correlat ion . 
BPEn = Xn ( B  + (Xn)C )) 1 0 1\-3 = 
The gate height and the height of the brine pool in the last sta.ge are 
assumed equal to those in the previous stage. The brine density in stage 
n- l i s  1 042 . 4  kg/m3, which is  calculated at a sal inity of 69654 ppm 
and a temperature of 3 5C. The pressure of stages n- l and n are Pn-1 = 8 . 3 5  
kPa, which are calculated at Tn- J=3 5° C and Tn=40 0C. The resulting gate 
height in  the stage n- l ,  GHn- 1 is calculated : 
GHn- l = Bn-2 ( 2  Pbn- J Mn- J )(-0.5) / ( Cd W) = 
The corresponding brine pool hei,ght is obtained by simply addin,g 0 .2 m to 
the value of GH, or 
Hn-1 = 0 , 2  + GH1 = 
the non-equ i l ibrium allowance is  then calculated using the correlat ion 
NEAn = ( 0 .9784 tn- I ) ( 1 5 . 7378 )(Hn-l) ( 1 . 3 777 Y\O'IU -0) = 
The temperature drop in the demister i s  assumed negligible in  comparison 
with the values ofBPEn and NEAn. Therefore, the vapor temperature in 
the 
last stage is  
T\n - Tn + BPEn - NEAn - �Tdn = 
The vapor temperature , Tvn is  used to calculate Ui and (LMTD)j, where 
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0.0094 
2 .227 X 1 0=t 
1 . 774 
0 2 1 1 3 
0.4 1 1 3  
1 . 22 1 
37.005 
Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD)r 
((T�n - TIfl ) - CT�n - TC\, )) I InCCT�n - Ttn)l(T,n-Tc\\)) 9 .28 
(Vi) 1 7 1 94 + 3 .2063E-3 * T,n + 1 957 1 E-5 * CTvn)2 + 1 .99 1 8E-7 * CTnl 1 . 87 
C Al) (Mf+�\\) CDC Ttn - Tc\\ ) I C U,_CLMTD)I) 2247 
The total condenser area is calculated : 
( Ac) (n-j) Ar + j A, 92294 
The cool ing water flow rate is calculated : 
�\\ - (MsAs - MfCp( Tn - Tcw )/  C CoCTn-Tcw)) = 9 1 4. 5  
Performance Parameters : 
PR - Me! I Ms - 7 .2  
sA = (� + Ac ) I Me! - 255 
sMC\\ = Mcw I Me! = 2 .4 1 
3.9 Effect of Sal in i ty and Temperatu re o n  MSF Perfo rmance 
Salinity and temperature at desal ination intake are considered one of the playing 
factors that may affect the operation process of the desal ination plant. Change in the 
salinity may affect the feed water requirements. The change in intake seawater 
temperature may affect the cooling water requirements. These changes in the feed 
and cooling water (Mf & �"'.) have impact on pumping and chemical treatment 
requirements 
The increase in the sal inity concentration at intake, and the effect of trus change on 
MSF parameters is i l lustrated using previous EXCEL model, the fol lowing 
relationsrup was obtained showing that the increase in intake sal inity concentration 
(Xf) will lead to increases in feed water Mf as shown in figure 3 .4 .  The increase in 
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seawater intake temperature wil l  increase the cool i ng water capacity introduced to the 
desal ination plant, refer to figure 3 . 5  
I 
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Figure 3 .4  Effect of i ntake seawater Salinity (Xr) on Feed Seawater flow rate (Mr) at  
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Figure 3 . 5 Effect of intake seawater Temperature (T C\V) on Cooling Seawater flow rate 
(11.:,,) at constant seawater intake sal inity concentration (Xr) = 3 5000 ppm. 
3. 1 0  Cost Evaluat ion 
Costs can be divided into capital and operation costs .  Theses can be very site specific 
The performance ratio selected affects not only the investment cost, but also the 
subsequent operating cost . Calculations of unit product cost depend on the process 
capacity, site characteristics and design features. System capacity specifies sizes for 
various process equipment, pumping units, and required membrane surface area S ite 
characteristics have a strong i nfluence on the type of pretreatment and post-treatment 
equipment, and consumption rates of chemical s .  Process design features affect 
consumption of electric power, heating steam and chemicals . A summary of the cost 
elements for desal ination processes i s  shown i n  Figure 3 . 6 . Production cost is 
divided into direct and indirect capital costs and annual operating costs. ' 
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Unit Product Cost $/m3 , 
/ 
Direct Capital Cost Indirect Capital Cost 
• \ ell upply • Freight and Insurance 
• Brine d i sposal • Construction Overhead 
• Land • Owner 's  Cost 
• Proce • Contingency 
• Au i l iaries 
• Buildings 
• Membrane 
Annual Operation Cost 
• Electricity 
• Labour 
• Maintenance and Spares 
• Membrane Replacement 
• Insurance 
• Chemicals 
Figure 3 .6 :  Elements of cost analysis for desal ination processes (I-Iisham Ettouney et 
aI . ,  2002). 
3 1 0. 1  Factors affecting Product cost 
Unit product cost is affected by several design and operational variables: 
• Salinity and qllality of feed water: Lower feed sal inity al lows for higher conversion 
rates As a result, the plant can operate with lower specific power consumption and 
dosing of antiscalant chemicals. Also, downtime related to chemical scaling is 
considerably reduced. (Hisham Ettouney et aI . ,  2002) 
• Plant capacity: Larger plant capacity reduces the cost per unit pro�uct, despite a 
higher initial capital investment (due to economies of scale). 
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• Site conditions: Installation of new units as an expansion of exist ing sites el iminates 
the costs a ociated ',: ith facil ities for feed water intake, brine di sposal and feed water 
pretreatment 
• Qualified labor: The avai labil ity of qual ified operators, engineers and management 
personnel resul ts  i n  higher plant a ai lab i l ity and production capacity, and shorter 
downtimes 
• Energy co t: The avai labil ity of i nexpensive sources for low-cost electric power and 
heat ing steam has a strong impact on unit product cost. 
• Plant life alld amortizatioll: Increases in the l i fe of a plant reduce product capital 
co ts 
3 . 1 0  2 Direct Capital Costs 
Direct capital costs i nclude the purchase cost of major equipment, auxi l i ary 
equipment, land and construction as follows· 
Land. The cost of land may vary considerably, from zero to a sum that depends on 
s ite characteristics. 
Proce equipment. This category includes processing equipment, as wel l  as 
instrumentation and controls, pipes and valves, electric wiring, pumps, process 
cleaning systems, and pre- and post-treatment equipment. 
A uxiliary equipment. The fol lowing are considered aux i l iary equipment : open 
i ntakes or well s, transmission piping, storage tanks, generators and transformers, 
pumps, p ipes and valves 
Buildmg Construction. Building cost varies depends on market location, material 
cost, avai lab i l ity of material, labor cost .. etc .  This cost is s ite-specific and depends 
on the building type. Bui ldings could i nclude a control room, laboratory, offices 
and workshops 
3 . 1 0. 3  Indirect Capital Costs 
The costs i n  this category are expressed as percentages of the total direct capital cost 
Freight and insurance. This cost i s  typical ly equal to 5% of the total direct costs. 
Construction overhead. Construction overhead costs include fringe ·benefits, labor 
burden, field supervision, temporary fac i l ities, construction equipment, small tools, 
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contractor's profit and miscel laneous expenses. They are about 1 5% of direct material 
and labor costs (which depend on the plant's size). 
Owner 's co t . These include engineering and legal fees, and are approximately 1 0% 
of d irect material and labor costs. 
Contingency co ts. These are generally estimated at 1 0% of the total direct costs. 
3 . 1 0.4 Annual Operating Costs 
Annual operating costs are those expenditures incurred after plant commissioning and 
during actual operation. These i nclude labor, energy, chemicals, spare parts and 
miscellaneous items. 
Electricity. Electricity costs vary over the range of $0. 04-0. 091kWh. The upper end of 
the range is characterist ic of European countries, whi le the lower value can be 
attained i n  the Gulf States and the U.S.  
Labor. Labor costs are site-specific and depend on plant ownership (i.e. , public or 
private). In addition, recent trends i n  plant operations point to more outsourcing of 
plant operation and maintenance duties. This often reduces the number of required 
full-time employees, such as managers, engineers and technicians. It could suffice to 
have one plant manager and a smal l team of experienced engineers and technicians. 
Membrane replacement. The replacement rate may vary between 5% per year for 
membranes treating low-sal inity brackish water supported by proper operation and 
pretreatment systems to 20% per year for membranes treating high-sal inity seawater 
(e.g. ,  Arabian Gulf seawater). The higher costs may also reflect generally inefficient 
operations and/or i nefficient pretreatment systems. 
Maintenance and spare parts. This i s  typically less than 2% of the total capital cost on 
an annual basis. 
Insurance. Insurance is  0.5% of the total capital cost. 
Amortization or .fixed charges. This item accounts for annual interest payments for 
d irect and i ndirect costs. It is obtained by multiplying these costs by an amortization 
factor, which i s  given by: 
;( I + i )" 
{/ = ------:--
( I  + it - 1  
(3 . 25) 
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\ here I i s  the annual interest rate and Jl is plant l ife ( in years) Experience in  the 
desal inat ion i ndustry indicates that an amortization l ife of 30 yrs is adequate An 
interest rate in the range of 5-1 0% is common for economic analyses 
Chenllcal . The chemical s frequently used to clean desal ination plants i nclude sulfuric 
acid, caustic soda, various antiscalants and chlorine The cost of these items may be 
affected by avai lab i l ity of nearby manufacturing plants and by global market prices 
In addition chemical treatment differs for thermal and membrane processes, with 
higher specific costs for the latter. Al so, treatment depends on the top brine 
temperature and feed sal in ity. Table 3 . 1 provides est imates for the unit cost of 
chemicals used in  thermal and membrane desal ination, dosing rates and specific rates 
per unit volume of product water. 
Table 3 . 1 Estimated chemical costs and dosing rates ( H. Ettouney et al 2002) 
Unit Cost, 
Chemicals 
Dosing Rate, Specific Cost $/ mJ 
$/kg glm3 water 
Sulphuric Acid 0 . 504 0 .242 0 .0 1 22 
Caustic  Soda 0 .70 1 0. 1 40 0 .0098 
Ant i-scalant l .9 0 .050 0 .0095 
Chlorine 0.482 0 .040 0 00 1 93 
3 . 1 0 . 5  Equations used for Cost Calculat ions 
Fol lowing are several equat ions used to evaluate the economic calculations of MSF 
plant based on the avai lable informat ion as wel l as the hydrodynamic results that 
affecting the MSF plant performance. (H. Ettouney et aI, 2002 ) . 
A lIlIlIal fixed charges: Afixed = (a)(DC) (3. 26) 
Annual steam costs: Asream = (s)(J.)(f)(m)(365) 1[(J00O)(PR)} (3. 2 7) 
Annual electrIC po"wer costs: A electnc = (c)(u)(f)(m) (365) (3. 28) 
Annual chemical cost: A chemlcal = (k)(f)(m)(365) (3. 29) 
Annual labor cost: A labor = (y)(f)(m)(365) (3. 30) 
Total annllal costs: A roral = Afixed+ A sream+ Aelectnc+ A chenllcal 
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UJIII product co 1 111 
term of producllon: 
Unit product co I ill 
lerm of capacity: 
where, 
c eleclrlc co I, S m3 
DC direct capital co I, 5 
f plmll availabilrty 
i - 1I11ere I rate 
k - pecifrc chemical co I, S mJ 
In plant capacity, m3 d 
� A/abor - A me,"brane 
Aunll.p = A 10101 [(f)(m)(365)] 
Aunll.c = A loIa/ (m) 
11 plant life, }T 
PR = peiformmlce rallO, kg product kg steam 
.0.= heatlllg team cost, MkJ 
w = specific con IImptioll of electric power, kWh mJ 
r spe ific co t of operaling labor 
A. - average latent heat of steam , kJ kg 
(3. 3 1) 
(3. 32) 
(3. 33) 
The following example i l lustrates a sample calculation of the capital and operation 
cost of MSF process. All calculations are based on recent economic data extracted 
from actual field data and from design studies i n  the l iterature. ( H. Ettouney et al 
2002) 
, Interest rate = i = 5% 
T Plant life = n = 30  yrs 
,. Amortization factor (from eq. 1 )  = = 0 .065 1 y(l 
T Plant availabi l ity = f = 0 .9 
> Performance Ratio = PR= 8 kg product I kg steam 
,. A erage latent heat of heating steam = A. = 2,200 kJ/kg 
,. Electric Cost = c = $0.05 I kWh 
T Heating steam cost = s = $ 1 .466/MkJ 
,. Specific chemical cost = k =$0.025/m3 
T Specific cost of operating labor = y = $0. 1 1m3 
,. Direct Capital Cost = DC = $64,000,000 
,. Plant Capacity = m = 32,732 m3/d 
,. Electric Power consumption = w = 5 kWhlm3 
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Annualfixed charge - Afixed = (a) (DC) 
Annual team co I A Sleom = (oJ/A) (/) (m ) (365) [ 1000 * PR J 
Annual electric pOll r cost A elecmc= (c) (w) (f) (m ) (365 ) 
$ 4, 1 63,292 / 'yT 
S4,3 34,855 / yr 
$2,688, 1 1 6 / yr 
Annual chemical co t Achenucol = (k) (f) (m ) (365 ) 
Antlual labour co t A labollr (rJ (f) (m ) (365 ) 
$268,8 1 2  / yr 
$ 1 ,075,246 / yr 
Tolal Anllual Co I = A 10101 = Afixed .../... ASleoll1 + A el I + A h I + A l  b ec nc C ellllCO 0 our 
Unit producl co t ill terms of productIOn = A I/nil po = A 10101 [ (f) (m) 
(365) j 
UIllI product co I in term of capacity = A unll c = A lolol (m) 
3 . 1 0 6 Cost Results 
$ 1 2 ,530,320 / yr 
$ 1 . 1 7  
$383 
Reference to the Figures 3 .4 and 3 . 5  and by util izing example calculation of MSF 
model ( section 3 . 8 .2), the fol lowing results are obtained : 
Table 3 2 :  Effect o f  increase o f  intake sal in ity o n  pumping and chemical cost . at 
constant T C\\ : 
Sal inity Feed Cool ing B low down MTotal Difference Difference 
Scenario (ppt) Water Water Brine (Mb) (kgls) % of % of 
(Mf) (Mcw) (kgls) pumpmg Chemical 
(kgls) (kgls) cost Cost 
SNI 3 0  663 1 200 285  2 1 48 1 0. 2  3 3 . 5  
S '2 40 885  977 505 
2367 
From table 3 .2,  the increase in sal in ity by about 33% leads to an increase in feed 
water by about (33 . 5%) and increase i n  rej ected blow down brine by about (77%) 
However, the cooling water flow rate required decreased by about (23%). Additional 
pumping cost i ncreased by about 1 0 .2%. Also, the cost of chemical treatment 
requirements i s  estimated to increase by about 3 3 . 5  %.  
Table 3 .3  shows that the increase i n  feed intake temperature by about (20%) requires 
additional pumping requi rements that have an addit ional cost impact by about 77. 5%. 
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It i s  noticed that, the change in  seawater temperature at intake (T ) h . C\\ , as no Impact on 
feed water (Mf) 
Table 3 . 3  Effect of increase of intake Temperature on electrical power cost 
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Figure 3 . 7  The impact of increase in  seawater intake on the chemical cost of Feed 
seawater 
The study emphasizes on the effect of intake sal inity and temperature on the 
performance of MSF p lant, and the associated operational cost . Therefore, the study 
focuses on the relationship between intake feed water, Cooling water and the 
associated chemical and electrical power cost .  The equations of annual chemical cost 
and annual electric power cost are as fol lows: 
Ach�mlcal = (k) (f) (Mf) (365) 
Power = y Q Hi ll  
�l�ctnc power = (c) (w) (f) (Me) (365) 
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(3 .34) 
(3 . 35)  
(3 . 3 6) 
Reference to equations 3 34, and table 3 . 1 ,  and considering the escalation in UAE 
market, the average est imated chemical cost is estimated to be $0 06/ m3. The electric 
cost (c) can be estimated as 0 . 05 $/kWh. The electric power cost (for pumping) i s  
calculated considering 1 00% efficiency and 1 6  operating hours per day The flO\ rate 
(Q) i n  equation 3 3 5  represents the required amount of total feed water and cool ino o 
\ ater to be pumped at relevant pumping head 0, equation 3 36 can be rearranged as 
follows 
�kctnc po\\er = (c) (f) (y) (H) (Mtotal) (365) (3 3 7) 
Table 3 .4, F igure 3 . 8  and Figure 3 . 9  show the annual chemical cost and electrical 
power cost at different alues of seawater i ntake sal in ity. The increase in i ntake 
sal in ity has ad erse i mpact on MSF desal ination plant i n  terms of an increase i n  
annual chemical cost as a result of  increase i n  the chemical dosage required for 
treatment F igure 3 . 8  shows an i ncrease in cool i ng water flow rate and blow down 
brine flow rate, which had an i ncrease in pumping requirement and as a result i ncrease 
i n  electrical power cost . 
Table 3 .4 Effect of i ncrease of seawater i ntake sal i nity on chemical and pumping cost 
Pumping Electric Chemical 
SN 
Sal .  Mr Mew Mb M1o'al (KWh) Pumping power Cost 
(ppt) kg/s kg/s kg/s kg/s H ead (m) (Pumping for H (m)  
)cost ($lyr) 
(M$/yr) 
S N I  3 0  663 1 200 285 2 1 48 339 25 139 1 , 1 4  
40 223 
50 279 
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Figures 3 1 0  and 3 1 1  shows that the increase in intake seawater temperature from 
TC\\ 1=25° to Tc\\2=3 0° increases in cool ing water pumping requirements and as a 
result increases electrical power cost 
Table 3 5 Effect of increase of seawater intake Temperature on electrical power cost 
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Figure 3 . 1 0  Annual electric power cost at intake Temperature Tcw = 25 °C at constant 
Xr = 3 0  ppt 
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Figure 3 . 1 1  Annual electric power cost at intake Temperature T C\\ = 30 °C at constant 
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CHAPTER 4 
HYDRODYNA M I C  S I MU LATION 
This chapter focuses on the hydrodynamic simulation in Gulf and Ruwais areas. 
Simulation of the hydrodynamic phenomena of the gulf is carried out in order to study 
the characteristics of the Arabian Gulf in terms of the Tide movement, current, wind 
effect, temperature and sal in ity at monitoring points. As i llustrated in chapter 1 the 
objective of the regional model is to detennine the boundary conditions needed for the 
local model at Ruwais The hydrodynamic simulation wi l l  then elaborate in tracking 
the brine effiuents in the Ruwais area to the desal inat ion intake and inspecting the 
temperature and sal inity there under several effiuents scenarios. 
4. 1 Theoretical Backgro u n d  
Delft3D-FLOW solves the Navier Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid, under 
the shallow water and the Boussinesq assumptions. In the vertical momentum 
equation the vertical accelerations are neglected, which leads to the hydrostatic 
pressure equation. In 3 D-models, the vertical velocities are computed from the 
continuity equation. The set of partial d ifferential equations in combination with an 
appropriate set of i nitial and boundary conditions is solved on a finite d ifference grid; 
In the horizontal d irection Delft3D-FLOW offers the opportunity to use: 
• Cartesian rectangular co-ordinates (x, y). 
• Orthogonal curvi l inear co-ordinates (1l,�) 
• Spherical co-ordinates (A,<j» 
The used model, DELFT3D, is a sigma-layer model that solves the classical equations 
of mass and momentum equations after being transfonned from rectil inear into 
curvilinear system so that the model grids  better fit the natural land boundaries. The 
rectilinear fonns of continuity and momentum equations are shown below. 
(4. 1 )  
Momentum equation i n  x-direction is :  
au + u au + v au + w au = _g aT} +-;..�(v. au )+ Fs + fv+ Pa cwwws at ax ay acr ax h Oz Oz Pw 
(4.2) 
Momentum equation in y-direction is :  
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where u, v and w (m3/s/m) are velocities in  X-, y- and z-directions, respectively t (s) 
is time, X, y and z (m) are Cartesian co-ordinates, h (m) is  water depth, g (9. 8 1  mls2) is 
acceleration due to gravity, " (m) is the sea surface elevation, Vv i s  eddy viscosity, pw 
and po (kglm3) are the air and water densit ies, respectively, Cw is the wind friction 
factor, \V (mls) is the wind speed, f (-5 .2 1 0-5 so l) is Coriol is parameter. Fx and Fy are 
the imbalance of horizontal Reynold's stress. 
The vertical velocity is computed from the continuity equation represented by 
(4.4) 
where qUl and qout are mgomg and outgoing d ischarges of local sources per unit 
volume ( 1  Is), respectively. The momentum balance in the vertical d irection is 
introduced into the model by equating the pressure gradient with hydrostatic pressure 
i e. vertical acceleration is neglected, as the horizontal scale is much larger than the 
vertical scale. 
The advect ion-dispersion transport equation is formulated i n  a conservative form in  
three direct ions and considering the sigma o cr '  vertical axis as: 
: + � + � + �: = !(h .Ds ':} ;(h 'Dy ': ) + a:(" 'Da ':: ) + cs (4.5) 
where Cs is a source/sink. The horizontal d iffusion coefficients (Dx and Dy) are 
defined as the superposition of two parts, i . e. a part due to turbulence and a part due to 
molecular diffusion. The vertical eddy d iffusivity (Ds) i s  the combination of three­
dimensional turbulence-generated d iffusivity and molecular d iffusivity. A first order 
turbulent closure scheme, k-L model (Horton et al 1 994) is used to compute vertical 
diffusivity. The mixing length (L) is prescribed analytical ly. The model formulates the 
conservation of turbulent kinetic energy k using the fol lowing relation. 
ok + u ok + v Ok + w� =_l �(' (Vm + �) Ok J + pJ: + BJ: - 6  (4.6) 
ot Ox Oy oa h 2 oa a J: oa 
where Pk i s  a production term, Bk i s  a buoyancy term and E i s  a d issipat ion term. 
In the heat flux model, the short wave radiation is transmitted to deeper water. The 
longer waves are absorbed at the water surface. Therefore the incoming radiation i s  
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separated into two portions, i e ,  the longer wave portion and the remainder part The 
absorption of the heat in the water column is an exponential function of the distance 
from the water surface and given by: 
(4 7) 
with, y= extinction coefficient (m), z = distance to the surface (m). 
Qbr = 30 +5 .2  (Ts-273 . 1 )  (4.8) 
Ts i the surface water temperature in K. 
The evaporation rate E defined as the volume of water evaporated per unit area per 
unit time i s  computed using Dalton's law of mass transfer: 
(4.9) 
The saturated vapor pressure es and the actual vapor pressure ea are given by the 
fol lowing relations: 
eo = r""mes 
(4. 1 0) 
(4. 1 1 ) 
Uw10 is  the wind velocity at 1 0 m above the surface. The wind speed function !CUwlO) 
i s  estimated as follows (RSMAS 2000): 
( 5.0 1 06 ) f(U w\O ) = -- (3.5 + 2.CXJ ",\0 ) 
Sarto 
(4. 1 2) 
Saru is  the total surface area. To estimate Cw, the wind shear on the surface i s  
determined by  the quadratic expression: 
(4. 1 3) 
where pa (kg/rn3) i s  the density of air, UJO  (m/sec )is the wind speed 1 0  m above the 
surface and Cd is the wind drag coefficient, which is 0 .00063 for non-storm condition. 
The wind shear and bed shear are introduced in to the model as boundary conditions. 
4.2 Regional Model (Gulf Model )  
The hydrodynamics of the southern Arabian Gulf plays a significant role on the 
coastal environment of United Arab Emirates. The large cit ies and · industries are 
located i n  the coastal zone. The coastal waters are also busy with movements of oil  
tankers and their loading-unloading operations. Understanding the coastal flow 
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d nam lc i e ent ial for in e t igat ion of em iron mental proce e of thi region The 
high rate of e\ aporat ion \\ ater  e -change \\ ith the rabian ea at the ea t and 
seasonal ly \ arying \\ ind field, a l l  ignificant l ' cont ri bute to the flo\\ d 'namic of the 
sea w hich IS _ ubject to t idal forcing through the strait of Hormuz Howe'Ver the 
pre.ent know ledge on hydrodynamic behavior of the outhern gulf and it re pon e to 
meteorological and oceanographic force i con lderably poor The pre ent tud� 
employ a three d i men. ional numerical model to e amine the en it ivit of the flow at 
the A coa ·t to t ide ' ,  \\ ind field, a l in it ·, and temperatu re 
The strategy i to simulate the ent ire Gul f and conduct a rea onable level of it 
cal ibrat ion. and then the local model (at Ruwai ) i ne ted from that regional model 
ltlce. there are no avai lable t ime-dependant data at the local boundary, the boundary 
condition for the RU\\ a i  model i extracted from the Gulf model 
The rabian Gulf ( approx imatel 1 000 km b: 200 300 km) lopes from the hallo\\ 
n ited rab Emirate Coast to Iran , 80- 1 00 m deep The ea, \\hich I located with in 
the latitude of 24° ' to 30° , i  shal10w w ith  a const ricted ent rance at the t rait s of 
Hom1 Uz ( Figure 4 I )  The penin sular of Qatar constrict s the Gulf between north and 
outh Oceanographic  feature in the two region are remarkably d ifferent 




1 00 km 
I RAN 
• 
• I UAE 
Abu Dhabi 
Figure 4 1 The A rabian Gulf 
N 
i 
complex physical dynamic  phenomenon is evidenced from a number of model l ing 
and ur ey studies carried out i n  the Arabi an Gulf The high olar radiat ion and the 
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e change of fresher water and circulation driven by wind and astronomical forces are 
the main contributory factors for such phenomenon. The excessive evaporation Occurs 
in the shal low coastal region of UAE leading to formation of highly sal ine water (up 
to 46 ppt) A principal feature of the central-gulf is an existence of cyclonic 
circulation (Horton, et al.,  1 994) . Such flow enhances the advective transport of 
temperature from the shallower region to the deeper region and contributes to a 
horizontal mixing process. Wind-driven circulation is  also apparent i n  the shal low 
northwest regions adjacent to the Iraqi-Kuwaiti-Saudi Arabian coasts. The prevail ing 
winds are along the axis of the Gulf to the southeast and drive a south-eastward 
coastal current along the Kuwaiti-Saudi Arabian coasts. However the winds are quite 
variable, especial ly during winter. 
Straits ofHormuz maintains an exchange process between saline water of the Arabian 
Gulf and less sal ine water from the Gulf of Oman (Johns et aI . ,  1 998). Stratified upper 
layer of warmer and less sal ine water was found i n  the straits during a survey carried 
out in 1 997- 1 998. The sal in ity and temperature both increased up to 3 8  ppt and 33°  C, 
respectively during the summer, in particular months of July and October. 
4 .2 . 1 Gulf Model Setup 
A curvil inear model grid is prepared for the whole Arabian Gulf with higher 
resolution for the coast of UAE. The model area is extended up to the Straits of 
Horrnuz The generated grid sizes at the north-western gulf are l arger with maximum 
d imension of 6500 mx3000 m and grids are smaller in the constricted channel of 
Hormuz with d imension of about 500mx 500 m. Such distribution of grids develops a 
numerical array of size 385x 1 20. 
The model grid is generated using Delft-RGFGRID module. Curvi l inear girds are 
applied in  finite d ifference modeling to provide a high grid resolution i n  the area of 
i nterest and to better represent the boundaries of irregular shape. Curvil inear grids 
should be smooth in order to minimize errors in the finite difference approximations. 
The program al lows for an iterative grid generation process, starting with a rough 
sketch of the grid by spl ines. Then, the splines are transformed into a �d that can be 
smoothly refined by the program. Various grid manipulation options are provided i n  
order t o  put the grid l ines in  the right position with right resolution. Existing grids 
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may be modified or extended using this program. Grids can be local ly refined by 
insertion of grid lines 
4.2 .2 Data Input and Simulation 
In order to set up a hydrodynamic model, an input file must be prepared. Al l 
parameters to be used originate from the physical phenomena being modeled . Also 
ITom the numerical techniques being used to solve the equations that describe these 
phenomena, and finally, from decisions being made to control the simulation and to 
store its re ults. Within the range of real istic values, it is l ikely that the solution is 
sensitive to the selected parameter values, so a concise description of all parameters is 
required. The input data defined is stored into an input fi le cal led the Master 
Definition Flow file or MDF-file. The input parameters that define a hydrodynamic 
scenario are grouped into Data Groups. Upon starting the FLOW GUI, a menu is  
displayed with the Data Group Description selected and displayed. The area to the 
right of the Data Groups is called the canvas area. A data group is a coherent set of 
input parameters that together define a certain type of input data. For instance, i n  the 
Data Group Discharges one can define al l  aspects related to a discharge, such as its 
name, its location, its discharge rate, if the momentum of the d ischarge is to be taken 
into account and if so in which direction and last but not least, the concentration of al l 
substances released. Several of these items can be specified as a function of t ime, 
where the time-series can be specified manually or read ITom a fi le. Some data groups 
are organized in sub-data groups, such as the Data Group Domain, that consists of 
four sub-data groups: Grid Parameters, Bathymetry, Dry Points and Thin Dams. 
During the simulation, many fi les are created as well as some data are gathered from 
different l iterature in order to final ize the model needed to be studied. As i l lustrated 
in sect ion 4 .3 .2, the model grids and bathymetry are created with the help of several 
resources such as Admiralty Charts and data sampl ing. The i nitial conditions are 
required for dependent variables such as sal inity and temperature. Due to some 
d isturbance that propagates into the model, the simulation is conducted originally by 
using the collected samples for initial conditions, and the output files 'of this run was 
re-considered as init ial conditions for the second simulation run in order to reach to a 
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tabil ized model Also, smooth interpolation was carried out around the area showing 
blowing up current vectors, in order to eliminate this instabil ity during the simulation. 
Most of ri ers inflow into Gulf occur in the northern end, primari ly on the Iranian ide 
Figure 4 2) The hatt Al Arab is a nexus of three major ri ers: Tigris and Euphrates 
ri er together provide an annual average of 708 m3/s and Karun adds 748 m3/s 
Thu , the total average outflow of the Shatt Al Arab is 1 456 m3/s. Other major rivers 
are the Hedijan (203 m3/s), The Hil leh (444 m3/s), and Mand ( 1 387 m3/s). (Mt 
Mitchel l )  All the abo e mentioned rivers are used as input parameters into the Gulf 
model 
... 1 
'ORTH ERN GULF 
13117 
�'Ilmu I ' " �­
(mJ/:;) 
Ikl'" 1.111 n 
Figure 4 .2  Map showing major rivers into the northern Gulf 
Tidal constituent for the boundary at the straits of Hormuz is  obtained from the 
Admiralty Tide Table (ATT, Admiralty Tide Table, 200 1 )  and from a report 
published on marginal seas (Kantha et al. ,  1 994). The main astronomic tidal 
constituents for open boundary conditions used for tidal prediction are found in all 
relevant studies as M2, S2, K I, and 0 1 .  The astronomical components that boundary 
(strait of Hormouz) at two locations A I, and B I  are described in table 4. 1 and figure 
4 .3 :  
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Table 4 ]  Astronomic Tidal on tituents. 
Boundar)- l A 
AO 0 vvvvvv 0.000000 
M1 0 660000 299 000 
2 0 1 90000 3 000 
K l  0.290000 57. 
0 1  0.200000 
Boundary- I B  
AO 0 000000 0.000000 
M2 0.760000 299.000 
S2 0. 1 90000 332.000 
K l  0 370000 66.0000 
0 1  0 27 57.0000 
� Visua1naJil7ln Area 
- -- - -
-- � .  -�_� 
Flo Edt Edt '- ZD<n <l!lb<><¥ .--. 
x::t142060 ' Y;lZl Z411.5 Z:.- (lool:- N:-J 
Figure 4 .3  Boundary locations at Strait of Hormuz 
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An init ial al inity map i s  produced on the basis of a ai lable de cript ions from number 
of ources (RSMA , 2000), (Kantha et ai , 1 994). i nce a good depth varying 
information on sal in ity in the traits of Hormuz is available (Johns et a\ . ,  1 998), 
(John et al . ,  1 990), the model i s  e ecuted for sufficiently time period to have greater 
influence from the boundary on the sal in ity field and a modified in itial map is 
prepared. The salinity i n  the shal low southern coast is 45 ppt and it decreases up to 37 
ppt in the deeper north (Figure 4 4) The temperature model considers constant 
radiation, humidity and cloud coverage through out the modeling period. The 
magnitude of net radiation i s  1 40 W 1m2 with 50% humidity and 0. 1 % cloud coverage. 
0 <36 0  LJ <l7 0 0 <38 0 0 <39 0 0 <40 0 0 <41 0 
<42 0 -42 0 
200.0 ;)00.  400.0 �00.0 000.0 700.0 eQ(l0 9QQ0 1000.  
200.0 300.0 400.0 5OQ.O � 700.0 IJQO.O 9QQ0 1000.  
Figure 4.4 Initial salin ity distribution 
The Arabian Gulf is affected by extra-tropical weather system from the northwest . A 
NW wind, more well known as Shamal, occurs year around (Elshorbagy et al 2004a). 
The winter Shamal brings some of the strongest winds and highest seas to the gulf 
region. It seldom exceeds 10 mls ( < 5% frequency ) but lasts several days. The 
summer Shamal is usually continuous from early June through July. 
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4.2.3 Calibration a n d  Res ults 
As an initial calibration effort, the model results were favorably calibrated against 
measured water level at Abu Dhabi coast (EIShorbagy et al 2004a). The calibration 
simulation is done for two weeks, from 1st of May to 1 5th of May, 1 997.Comparison 
of measured and simulated water level at Abu Dhabi coast is shown in Figure 4 . 5 .  The 
comparison shows good agreement for the tidal phase and magnitude over the most of 
the considered simulation period except for some deviation in the magnitude of high 
neap tides. Present unavailabil ity of data in other locations l imits the calibration 
effort In the coastal water of UAE, as shown by the simulation, the tide induces 
weak oscillatory motions not exceeding the magnitude of 0 . 8  m within a complete 
spring-neap cycle. 








-2. 5  -+--------r------.----------,------' 
1 5-Jun 20-Jun 25-Jun 3O-Jun 
- - - - - - . Model 
--- Measured 
Figure 4 . 5  Comparison of measured and simulated water level at Abu Dhabi 
A map plot of the flow pattern generated by 5 mfs northwest wind at the end of two 
week simulation i s  shown in F igure 4.6 .  Result shows that a net flow (not shown 
here) i s  generated along the coast of UAE towards east as the wind blows to 
southeast. 
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Figure 4 .7 Sal in ity distributions at summer for entire gulf 
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Figure 4 .8  Temperature distributions at summer for entire gulf 
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Figure 4.9 Salinity distributions at winter for entire gulf 
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Figure 4. 1 0  Temperature distributions at winter for entire gulf 
Simulation results for temperature and salinity dist ributions for the entire gulf at 
summer and winter are shown in Figures 4 .7 to 4. 10. Results show a higher level of 
salinity near the UAE coastline, where the sal in ity decreases towards the deeper sea 
zones at north. The contribution of existing industries discharge influences the 
i ncrease in the salinity at shoreline. The same is applied for the temperature, where 
the temperature increases at shoreline, especial ly at the areas of the industries outfaIls. 
4.3 Ruwais Local Model 
The coastal flow pattern around the coastal industrial compound of Ruwais has been 
studied using the same 3-D hydrodynamic model . The study area is about 264 km2 
and partial ly sheltered from the open sea by salt marches and islands. Such 
configuration increases the risk of marine pollution near the industrial site. The 
industrial compound encompasses a major port and other industrial facil ities such as 
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Ruwais Desalination Plant, Takreer refinery and Borooj Petrochemical faci lities as 
well as small workshop with amenities and municipal facilities. The obvious 
implication of such development is the increased potential threat to coastal ecosystem 
as wel l as the effect of the produced effluent of MSF desalination plant in particular 
with regard to salinity and temperature effect on the MSF plant performance. 
Discharge of industrial effluents, spi l lage in the port and released of brine and warm 
water may have considerable impact on the marine environment. Hence, 
understanding the hydrodynamics i s  a pivotal task for assessment of the impact of 
ongoing activities. A three-dimensional model study is conducted to understand the 
basel ine hydrodynamic conditions of the coastal study area. 
4 .3 . 1 Ruwais Model Setup 
In order to establish the local model, a nesting process was carried out from the 
original overall Gulf  model . 
Nesting process i s  simply a process used where the boundary conditions of a model 
are generated by a larger (overall) model to a nested model. In principle, the nested 
boundary conditions are generated by bi-linear interpolation of computational results 
at monitoring stations of the overal l model. 
The study area for the model is selected from the south of Sir Baniyas Island as 
il lustrated in  ( Figure 4. 1 1 ) . The seaward extent of the model is about 1 5  kilometers. 
ARABIAN 
GULF 
Figure 4. 1 1  Location of the modeled area at Ruwais 
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The tud area is focu ed on the horeline where several indu trial facil ities are 
located such as Ruwais Desalination Plant (Intake and Outfal l locations), Borooj 
Petrochemical Faci l it ie , and Takreer Refineries As stated earlier, most of simulation 
result are reported near the intake of the desalination plant for evaluation purpose. 
Reference to Figure 4 1 2, everal petrochemical e tabl ishments are entered in the 
model as di charge/outfall points in addition to the intake of the desalination plant. 
Tables 4 2 and 4 .3  i l lu trate the estimated di charge flow for each industrial facil ity at 
ummer and winter, and the assumed related characteristics for each flow in  terms of 
salinity and temperature. 
,.. � ... ,.. � . .., 
X:-.,LI Y'.2AO.,3 5 z: .. " .. I .. . Z. N 151) 
Figure 4 . 1 2  Visual ization Area of the model setup showing the observation points an
d 
the discharge locations: (A) Takreer Refinery outfall (B) Desalination Plant outfal l 
(C) Borooj Petrochemical s outfall (D) Desal ination Intake (E) Harbour ( for wate
r 
level measurement gauge) 
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Table 4 .2  Estimated effluent discharge characteristics for industrial facilities at 
summer (Elshorbagy et al 2004b) 
Facil ity Flow (m3/s) Salinity (ppt) Temperature (OC) 
Takreer Refinery 1 0  45.2 1 42 
GUP Desalination 4 60 43 
Borooj Plant 1 4  46 43 
Table 4 3 Estimated effluent discharge characteristics for industrial faci l ities at winter 
(Elshorbagy et al 2004b) 
Faci l ity Flow (m3/s) Salinity (ppt) Temperature caC) 
Takreer Refinery 1 0  46 25 
GUP Desalination 4 60 30 
Borooj P lant 3 5  48 3 5  
The util ized model has an overall grid size of 87x60 and employs a curvi l inear sigma 
system. Curvilinear grids should be smooth in order to minimize errors in the finite 
difference approximations. A k-L module estimates the depth variation of the 
turbulence field. The vertical dimension is modeled in sigma co-ordinates with 3 
layers. The bathymetry of the model is digit ized from a navigational Admiralty Chart 
#3780. The central part of the area is deep with a depth up to 22m while, the areas at 
the east and the west are very shallow. The deep sections provide suitable entrance 
for large tankers. The model is calibrated against water level and current data. 
4 .3  2 Data Input and Simulation 
Coastal winds in the UAE are dominant between west and north d irections. The 
landward winds are driven by the intense temperature difference between land and 
water surface. The sal inity and temperature in the Arabian Gulf are highest in the 
coastal waters of the UAE and Qatar. The temperature is found to vary over the study 
area between 20 and 34 C and sal inity changes from 44 to 46 ppm over one year. 
An earl ier study (Fischer et aI. ,  1 98 1 )  showed hydrodynamic results and conducted 
sensit ivity tests to show the effect of different parameters on the model results. It was 
shown that the sal inity gradient generated an anticlockwise net circulation in the 
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central gulf. The flow v as found to decrease with the introduction of radiation 
induced temperature into the model 
The Master Defin it ion Flow (MDF) file was created for the Ruwais model by creating 
the grid and bathymetry files The boundary conditions were nested from overall 
model in terms of flow boundary conditions (time-series), and transport boundary 
conditions 
4 3 . 3  Cal ibration & Results 
The model is cal ibrated by adjusting parameters within practical ranges to attain 
agreement with measured hydrodynamic data. All measurements are obtained from 
recent studies (Elshorbagy et ai , 2004b) . Comparison of the measured and simulated 
water level data at coastal location (harbour location) is shown in Figure 4 . 1 3  where a 
satisfactory agreement can be noticed. The match of the estimated water level with 
observat ion appears to be sat isfactory. The surface currents for the summer conditions 
obtained after 1 4  days of simulation is shown in Figure 4 . 1 4 . The current is generated 
under the influence of tidal forcing on the bathymetric variation, wind force and 
density gradient . As indicated in figure 4 . 1 4, a stream enters the local study area from 
the west towards the center, south and east of the study area at the near shorel ine. An 
outflow occurs in the east and northeast . As the t idal force and the gradient of 
temperature-sal in ity remain almost unchanged in both seasons (summer and winter), 
seasonal variation of wind force is apparently the prime source of such flow pattern 
(Elshorbagy et a l. ,  2004b). It was observed that the current flow pattern is dominated 
by the wind direction. FigA. 1 4  shows the vector direct ion towards southeastward, as 
it i ndicates the most prevai ling wind direction. Harmonic generated in figure 4- 1 3  
due to shallow water effect and disturbance of moving vessels at jetty. 
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Figure 4 1 4  Flow F leld Pattern for Ruwais model at summer 
The temperature- alin ity dynamic i a three-dimensional proce s a the atmo pheric 
heat exchange \ ith the \vater-mass, the evaporation occur at the urface and the 
evoh ed den ity variation moves water under the influence of gravity. It was ob erved 
that the higher sal in ity and temperature near eastern shorel ine are intensified due to 
the brine di scharge and effluents from industne e pecial ly the ea tern Borooj 
efi1uent 
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The calibrated re ult are compared \\- ith the a l in i ty and temperature data uti l ized in  a 
recent tudy Recent tudy done by ( I horbagy et al , 2004b) carried out tleld un e\ 
to mea ure the flow cond ition and temperature- al in it ' di t ribution of Ruw ai area 
dunng the year 2002 Water le\ el wa, mea ure at three locat ions I e Bam Ya , Jabal 
Dhanna and bu Dhabi Port (ADP ) The water le\ el record at the ADPOC port 
o\. ered nearly one 'ear period and v. a  u ed in  thi tud\ Current protlle \\ere 
mea ured u 1l1g cou t iC Doppler urrent Profiler Temperature and al inity profile 
\\ ere mea ure at 1 0  locat ion ( tlgure 4 I S ) both in the ummer and winter Imulated 
and observed di tnbution of ahnit_ and temperature at ummer and \\-inter are 
shO\\ n 111 F igures -l 16 to -l 1 9, re pectl \. el; H ighe t temperature and al in ity are 
ob ef\. ed close to the hore in the ea t where the GUP and Borooj outfal ls  are located . 
The a l ignment of the a l in i ty-temperature contours exhibit the progression of the 
flo\\ to\\ ards deeper north Den lt� force, con\"ection and d i spersion generate such 
1110\ ement of the w arm and high al ll1e water Whi le the t idal c irculatIon bring 
fre her water from the west mixing with central ba 111 water before leaving through 
north (EI horbagy et al , 200-lb), water clo e to the outfal l s  moves relatively slowly as 
almo t no exchange occur from the east 
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Figure 4 1 8  alinity field mea urement at summer 




Figure 4 1 9  Temperature field measurement at summer 
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The temperature- al in it ' d� namic i .  a three-dimen ional proce a the atmo. pheric 
heat e 'changes \\ ith the \\ ater-ma . the evaporat ion occur at the urface and the 
e\ol\ ed den it. variat ion mOve V\ ater under the influence of gravity It wa ob erved 
that the higher a l in ity and temperature near ea tern horel ine are inten ified due to 
the brine di charge and effiuent from indu tne 
The cal ibrated reo ult. are c mpared \\ i th  the e l  t ing avai lable data in term of 
.al in ity and temperature imulated and ob erved d i  tribution of urface al i n ity and 
temperature at \\ i nter are hown in Figure 4 20 to 4 23 re pect ively Highe t 
temperature and ahnity are een c lo e to the hore in  the ea t v· .. here the G P and 
Borooj outfa l l  are located \\ ith a range between 2 1 -23 C 
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Figure 4 23 Temperature field measurements at winter 
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Figure 4 . 1 4  Flo\\ F ield Pattern for Ruwai model at ummer 
The temperature- al in i ty dynamic  i a three-dimensional proce a the atmospheric 
heat exchanges \\lith the water-ma s, the evaporation occur at the urface and the 
eyol ed density variat ion mo es water under the influence of gravity I t  was ob erved 
that the h igher sal in ity and temperature near ea tern shorel ine are 1I1tens l tied due to 
the brine di charge and effluents from i ndu tries e pecial ly  the eastern Borooj 
efiluent 
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The cal ibrated re ult. are compared \\ ith the a l in i ty and temperature data uti l ized in  a 
re ent tudy Recent tudy done by ( I horbagy et al , 2004b) carried out tield un e\ 
to mea ure the flo\\ c ndit i n and temperature- al init ' di t ribut ion of Ru\\al  area 
during the year 2002 Water level \\a mea ure at three locat ions i e Bam Ya Jabal 
Dhanna and bu Dhabi Port ( DP ) The water le\ el record at the DPOC port 
Co\ ered nearl� one \ ear perIod and \Va u ed in thi study urrent profile \\ ere 
mea ured u I ng COU t iC Doppler urrent Profiler .  Temperature and al in ity profile 
\\ ere mea -ure at 1 0  locat ion ( figure 4 1 5 )  both in the summer and WInter Imulated 
and ob er\' d di tribution of al 1 l1 it_ and temperature at ummer and w inter are 
ho\\ n 111 Figure -+ 1 6  to 4 1 9, re pectlvel} Hi ghe t temperature and sal inity are 
ob ef\ ed clo e to the hore i n  the ea t \\ here the G UP and BorooJ outfall are located 
The al ignment of the a l i n it -temperature contour e hibit the progre ion of the 
nO\\ to\\ ard deeper north Den it} force, com ectlon and di sper ion generate such 
mo\ ement of the \\ arm and high a l 1l1e \ ater \\ hi le the t idal Circulat ion brIng ­
t(-e her water from the \ve t mixing with central ba in water before leaving through 
north (EI horbagy et al , 2004b),  \vater clo e to the outfal Is moves relatively slowly a 
almo t no exchange occur from the ea t 
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Figure 4 1 5  Ruwais coast and locations of measurements 
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The temperature- al in i ty dynamic i a three-dim  en ional proce a the atmo pheric 
heat e change \\ i th the water-rna. , the evaporation occurs at the urface and the 
e\ oh ed den it ' \ ariat ion move \\ater under the influence of gravity It wa ob erved 
that the higher a l in ity and temperature near eastern horel ine are inten ified due to 
the brine dl charge and etlluent from indu trie 
fhe cal ibrated reo ult are compared \\ith the exi t ing avai lable data in term of 
a l in ity and temperature imulated and ob erved dl  tnbution of urface al inity and 
temperature at w l Ilter are ho\\n III Figure 4 20 to 4 23 re pecti\ ely H ighe t 
temperature and .al i nity are een clo e to the hore in  the ea t \\here the G P and 
80rooj outfa l l s  are located \ .. i th a range bet\\een 2 1 -23 C 
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Figure 4 2 "\  Temperature field mea urements at winter 
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H PT E R  (5 )  
1 ' 1 L T I O'\ R E  l' L T 
I n  thl' chapter. al l the ' I mulatlOn re ults m terms or temperature and almlt, as \\ ell  
as operattonal cost are pre ented Three mam scenano are conSIdered, the e\:lstmg 
fac J l l l le cenano, moderate e pan Ion and maJor e pan Ion almtl\  and 
temperature result are 1m e l igated at the d al mat lon mtake locatton e\ eral 
alternat l \  e to the e I tmg mta\..e and outfal l configurations are 1m eSligated for the 
entHc cenarlO 111 order to as ess the Impact of the mcrease of efOuent dlscharoe � 
upon the \ 1  F perfonnance and the corre pondmg operatIOnal costs 
5. 1 on idered cenalio 
In 'I mulatlon. the consIdered " md I con tant \ alue representmg the mo t pre, ai l l l1g 
\\ I I1d condi tIOn at L coat . " hlch IS \\ e t and north" e t d IrectIon. The " md 
dI rectIon I defined accordmg to the nautIcal defil1Jt ion, I e  relati \ e to true orth and 
the po I t l \  e IS measured doc\.." Ise I n  figure 5 L the " md dIrectIon IS about +()() 
degree I e. a ortheast " md 
.. ::" '.:- ' 1  . .  1 
-+--�--+-- -
Fi gure 5 1 autlcal definitIon m nd di rection 
The " 1l1d e\.erts a strong m lluence on the mI\.mg and the cIrculatIOn of the Gulf. LI\..e 
the t tde and dens l t� bTfadl ent. \\ md IS another source of energy that creates \\ ater 
motIon m the Arabi an Gul f  ( Reynol ds 1 993). For the present stud� . \\1nter \\ md data 
are obtamed from measurements conducted m a recent stud\ ( E lshorbam et al . 
2004b )  ,\ lu l e  the summer data are col l ected from nearb� Is lands as reported m 
( Elshorbag) et al . 200�a) Plot of meas u red \\ md speed and dIrection are sho\\n m 
5 - 1  
FIgu re ' 2 \\ 1 11d peed rangmg from .. - 1 0 m domInate the mo t part of the 
record. but tronoer \\ l £1d e ceedmg 2() m and ustat n t m.! for -+ da\ occurs mosth In - .  . 
c� c l !c fashIon Crom the end of J anuaI) TIle \\ eaker \\lnd mo tl� flo\\ from the east 
atld ho\\ � dIUrnal 0 c I l l atlOn I I  strong \\ Ind s. \\ hlch are reglOnalh \\ el l 1u10\\TI as 
hamal " . come from nortll\\ e t The tIme a\ eraged \\ md peed for thl penod I :. 2 
In and mean dIrectIon I bet\\ een north and north\\ est For the ummer season. \\ md 
data \\ ere col l ected from three off! hore Is land of the outhem Gulf The summer 
\\ md I much \\ eaker than the \\ lnter \\ l I1d. but mo tl� blo\\ s from north\\ e t 
dl reclton The peed rarel� e ceed 1 0m Iml l t  and the stronger \\ II1d does not 
u tam for long duratIon Reference to FIgu re 5 2 .  atld \\ nh sImple calculatIon. It \\ as 
nOl1ced that among the measu red penod. 770 0 of the 0\ eral l penod has dIrection 
bet" een n rth and north" e 1. and 230 0 has the re\ erse dI rectIon ( east dIrectIOn ). 
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Figu r  5 2 Wmter measurements of " i nd speed and directIOn In Ru\\ alS. 2()O-+ 
The tud\ hal l e\ aluate the almit\ and temperature at desal ination inta"e from 
se\ era! scenario . and the e ffect of  \\ md ' s magnitude and d i rectIOn on the sImulatIOn 
results and the Impact on the M F plant performance m temlS of techmcal and 
commerci al perspectl\  es. 
- -2 
There are three maIn cenano to be con Idered In both eason ' s  ummer and \\lnter 
F i r  t enano 'hall con Ider the e IstIng facI i It  Ie IncludIng al l  the basi 
dat Informat ion created to formulate the basiC de Ign model consldenng the \\ Ind 
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Figure 5 3 Wmd Direction DIstnbutlOn 
The econd cenano con Iders the as umptlon of moderate e. panslOn to the e. I stIng 
facI l ltles. \\ luch lead to Increase In the effluent d i scharge of the e\.lstIng facI l i t Ies b� 
about : t lrne the ongmal base model ThI rd scenarIo consIders the assumptIon of 
mal or e\.panslOn to the eXl stmg facI l I t Ies. \\ hlch leads to Increase In the effluent 
dl 'charge of the e"lstmg fac I l I t Ies b� about 10 tlmes the ongInal base model The 
ahmt\ and temperature are In\ estlgated at the G P desalination Intal-e area 
ummaf\ o f  the abO\ e mentIoned cenanos IS I l lustrated In table " I and In FIgure 5 of 
The capaclt\ of e\.lstmg d e  ahnatlon plant at Ru\\ ais is about 64.0()O m
'/dav that 
corresponds to the estimated effiuent le\  els defined earlier ( Tables 4.2  & -+ 3 Chapter 
of) 111 the basiC scenano consIdered herem The dIscharge 1I1creases relat l \  el� \\"lth the 
mcrease 111 plant dist I l l ate  capaCIt� It IS  assumed that the relation bet\\ een plant 
capacJt� represented as \10  ( DIstI l late 00\\ rate required ) and the effi uent dIscharge 
representIng the sal I rut) and temperature I S  almost leaner On the other \\ ord. the 
mcrease 111 dIst i l l ate  ( \\ ater need)  In addItIon to the e\.panslon of adjacent 1I1dustnal 
facI l I tI es 1I1creases the effluent discharge from all these mdustrial faC I l It Ies 1I1tO the 
sea Consequentl) . thIs \\1 1 1  lead to an 1I1crease 111 temperature and Sal lnIt) at the 
shorel Ine area. Ha\ mg the effect of " 0 Discharge" scenario \\ as not consIdered In 
the stud� s mce. th i s  scenarIo \\ I I I  onh e\ aluate the em lronmental Impact of e\.l st1l1g 
5 -3 
fa I hue on the Ru\\ ill eco \ tem Thl I ome\\ hat d l fTerent from the ob.\ectl\ e of 
the the I . \\ here th tud� of the potenti al Impact of e Istlng fac l l ll le on \ 1  F 
performance In term of temperature and aI lnll� . 
Tabl e : I I t of con Idered enano iOr the e\ al uallon of the 1 F perfonnance 
cenano DescnptlOn ub cenarios Remarks 
urrent dIscharges 
--1 
ummer ( Q )  
from e I t lng fac i l i t ies 
l 
cenano 
A BasiC , l odel 
iQ1 \\ mter W( Q )  
cenano 
01 charge from ummer ( - Q )  
l oderate e I t l l1g facdlt le cenano 
B 
I l1crea ed "' t ime '  (� I I E pill1 Ion l odel \V l I1ter \\ (.:-Q) 
-t 
cenano 
( I 0� 01 harge from ummer 
l aJor  E pan I on e I sl t ng facdl l tes cenano 
C 
W( l OQ )  
I 




( Q )  = u mmer \\ ith d ischarge Q 
( S Q )  = ummer \\lth dIscharge S Q  
( 1O Q )  =- u mmer \ \  ith dIscharge 1 0 Q  
cenano 
W( Q )  = Wll1ter \\ Ith discharge Q 
W( _- Q )  = W lI1ter \\ I th d ischarge 5Q 
W ( 1 O Q )  - Winter \\ ith d ischarge I OQ 
F igure 5 -+ DIagram sho\\1ng d ifferent considered scenanos 
:.2 B y d l'od y namic  Re u l t  fo r dominan t  wind 
.- 2 I ummer Re li l t  
TIle result  of the three cenano are presented In F igures 5 5 to 5 . 1 3  The ummer 
temperature and al lnll) that CO\ er the maJori t) of the ) ear ( about 7 months) ranges 
from 34 :. to .)5 2 and from 4':: 5 to ..f() ppt. re pe tn el) The contour profile sho\\ 
higher temperature In the outhern c lo e to shorel i ne The temperature In the \\ est I 
the 10\\ e t , Imdarl) . the ahmt) IS s l ighth h igher in the southern and becomes 10\\ er 
In the \\ e t uch find l OgS l Odlcate that the bas i n  recel \ es less sal ine and cooler 
\\ ater frol11 the north and the \\ e t near the open boundane . \\ h t le  the \\ armer and 
. aline \\ ater formed o f  the hal lo\\ er eastern Ide \\ here the l Od ustnal faci l ll 1e  
contnbutlon b) dl  charge o f  b n ne \\ ater \\ Ith h igh temperature and more salme \\ ater 
H i ghest temperature and sal imt) are obsef\ ed close to the shore m the east \\ here the 
G P and Boroo.1 outfal ls  are located Den It) force. com ectlOn and disperSIOn 
generate such mo\ emen! of the \\ arm and h i gh salme \\ ater. Whi le  the t idal 
clrclJlatlOn bnngs fresher \\ ater from the \\ est and \\ estern north and mi\.es \\ I th 
central and 10\\ er bas i n  \\ ater before lem mg through north. the t idal 00\\ c lose to the 
east help In rnlXlng \\ nh mdustnal faC i l it ies efOuent and propagate to\\ ard the north 
of the bas l l1 ( refer to Figu re :' 7 )  Figures 5 5 . .:: 6 and 5 . 7  sho\\ that the Impact of 
I l1du !nal faC i l it i es I c learly  noticed at the c lose area that surrounds the faci l i t ies 
outfal l '. \\ here the temperature and sal l mt) concentratIOn Il1creased In that area, On 
the other hand. F igure 5 � L  5 l) and 5 1 0  \\ here the moderate e'\panslOn to the e\.lstll1g 
facI l i t ies I con Idered. the eITect of thiS moderate expansIOn IS clear!) noltced The 
temperature and sal mlt) m the southern east are Increased and e\ en propagate to\\ ard 
north. \\ here the POSS l b l l i t) o f harmlngraffect mg adyersel) the desalm at ion intake (the 
area of concern to be tudled ) IS more pronounced Figures 5 I L :; 1 2  and 5 1 3  sho\\ 
an extreme scenano of major expansIOn of the eXisting Industnal faC i l it ies. \\ here the 
dl charge \\ as Increased b) L 0 t imes the discharge of al l e'\.it mg faC i l i t ies . Thi s  
scenano sho\\ s \ ef) h i gh temperature and sal lru t \  . not onl� at the shorelme. but the 
effect of th is  scenario co\ ers the maJont) o f  t he coastal shorel me and e\ en propagates 
to\\ ard north at centre of the basm. Yle ldIOg mlmmum success to the opportumt) of 
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Figure 5 g ' ahmt\ ootours at summer ( Moderate e:\.panslOo) 




F i gu re " 9 Temperature ontour at ummer ( l oderate e.-panslOn) 




Figu re 5 1 () Flo" Fi led Pattern at ummer ( 10derate e. panslOl1 ) 
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Figure � I I a hmt\ ontour at ummer ( \luJ or e:-..:panslOn) 
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Figure - . 1 2 Temperature ontour at summer ( MaJ or e:--panslOn) 
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FIgure 50 1 3  Flo\\ FIeld Pattern at ununer ( ta,Ior expansIon) 
FIgu re 50 1 � and 5 1 5  sho\\ the u mmer sai Imty and temperature \ anatJOn \\ nh tIme 
at the de al tnatlOn mtak.e [or the three consIdered cenanos It IS notI ced that 
moderate e'pan Ion of the fac I l It Ies I ncreases the sal I nn� and temperature at mtak.e 
from an a\ erage of � � 2� to �5 36 ppt and from 34 8 to 35 3 C. re pectn el) The 
m�l or expansIon Increases the sal tmt� and temperature to an a\ erage of �5 .. H� ppt and 
35 9 C • re pecu\ eh That Increase ral e the chemIcal t reatment co t and energ\ 
cost reqUired for pumpIng as \\ 1 1 1  be presented later 
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FIgure : 1 5  Companson of the temperature results consldenng the three di fferent 
scenanos at desal mat ion mtake m summer 
5 - 1 1 
" 2 :2 \\ I nter Re ult  
Winter re 'ult  o f  the three cenanos are p resented In F igures : 1 () to 5 24 The \\  mter 
temperature and alImt) \\ hlch span 0\ er about 30° 0 of the ) ear, range from 2 1 .  to 
23 2 and I rom 45 II to --I(} ppt, respectl \  eh Again. the \\ e tern Ide ho\\ 
relat l \  eh 10\\ er temp mture and ,al I mt) a the ca e 01' ummer I l lustrated 
pre\ IOU I) \\ I th the case of ummer condItions. the e Ist lng mdustnal fac i l it ies had an 
mll uence on the al lmt\ temperature dl tri butIOn especl al l)  at the u rface le\ el of the 
horel me 1 he \\ md pla\ a Igru licant ro le I n  the ml I ng proce s. especlal l)  the 
pre\ aJ I Ing north\\ e tern \\ I nd The 0\ eral l c l rcul atlOn IS greatl )  enhanced under the 
I I1 ll uence o f north\\ esterl) \\ l nd ( refer to figure " l 8  -) 2 1  and 5 2--1 )  
I n  the case of moderate and mal o r  e pan IOn to the eXisting faci l i t ies. higher bnne I 
lI1trodllced to the ell.. \\ hlch Increases the Sal ln l t) and temperature near the eastern 
horel me Thl den er \\ ater mas propagates north\\ ard under the mfluence of 
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hgure - 2': and - :26 ho\\ the a! IOlt� and temperature \ anallOn at the mtak 
de ahnal ton p lant. re 'pectl \ el� The change 1 0  al mH\ among three scenario I 
mlOl mum Ho\\ e\ er. the temperature at mtake desalinat lOn area Increased from an 
a\cragc of 2 2  1 °  ( e  I tmg faci l l t le ) to an a\ erage 01' 2 3  c The allOlt� Increased 
from 45 1 0  to 45 ()5 con Idenn ' the basiC and major e panSlOn models Table 5 :2 
ho\\ the re ult o f  al lmt\ and temperature lor ummer and \\ lnter for the three 
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Figure 5 . 26 Companson of the temperature results considering the three different 
cenanos at desal mat ion I l1take I l1 \\ mter 
Table : 2 .. allmt: and Temperature re u lts at p lant mtake for three scenano 
enano Temperature Temperature 
( ppt)  (Oe) ( ppt) (OC)  J 
Bas ic  � l odel 45 2..+ 3 ..+ .H ..+5 07 22 I 
..+5 3() 35 � ..+5 30 22 5 � 
..+ 5 . 48 3 5 \) ..+5 60 23 � 
5.3 E timate of O peltl tional Co t 
Rerern ng to the cost calculat IOn e\:ample l I1troduced 111 chapter 3. and usmg the 
sal lmt' and temperature re ults obtamed from the hydrod\namlc simulat IOn in 
ummer and \\ I l1ter for the three d ifferent scenanos. the operational costs for the 1 F 
desal inat ion plant are s imI larly calculated and reported In table 5 . 3  The re u lts pro' e 
that the proposed moderate and ma.lor expansIOn ha\ e a cost Impact on some of the 
5- 1 8  
annual operat IOn co t related to chemIcal treatment and electrIc po\\ er co t (as umIn!! 
con tant pumpIng head ) 
rable : 3 and FIgure : 2 7 .  pr ent the total annual co t \\ l th re pect to ummer and 
\\ I Ilter con Idenng that ummer and \\ mter eason represent 7()O o and 0° ° of the 
\\ hole \ car. re pectn eh At ummer. the annual electnc and chemIcal co t for 
moderate e pan Ion t'ac l l ll 1e Increase to about (l , I I l l Ion L 0 and I � \hl l Ion 0 
re pectn el� . \\ here the annual electnc and chemIcal cost for major e:-.:panslOn 
1 11 rca e to about 1 5 2 l I 1 l Ion l 0 and 3() 2 h l lIon ' D. re pect l \ el� The cost 
calculatton ho\\ that the operatIOn co t 111 ummer IS hI gher than 111 \\ 1 I11er, as a 
re ult 0 r hIgh \\ ater temperature \\ e l l  as an Increase 111 aIr temperature and hIgh 
hUll1ldl t) that \\ I I I  aOect the 0\ era l l  performance of the desalInatIOn plant and increase 
the op ratIon and mall1tenan e co t 
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F igure __ '27 "I otal annual co t considenng 7()tl 0 or ummer annual co t 
and 3() O o  of \\ mter annual co t for basic scenano 
5A Re\t�r e " ind cena.-io 
Ea�t\\ ard \\ md d ire t lon I con Idered m th i s  scenano as east \\ md directIOn ( �() Deg 
) The objecth e of  this cenano i s  to e\ aluate the effect of the re\erse direct ion of the 
\\ md on the desal matlOn p lant operatIOn cost 
FI gure __ . 2� . 5 29.5 30 and 5 3 1  ho\\ the \ anation \\Ith t l lne m temperature and 
ahmt) ror the three cenanos consldenng both pre\ at hng ( dommant ) and re, er e 
\\ md dtrec tIons dunng summer and \\ i nter It I S  not iced that the temperature and 
ahnll� at 1 I1tah.e mcrea ed shghtl� m re' erse m nd d lrectton This IS attributed to 
the \\ i nd dlfectlOn that p lays a maJor ro le 111 transport1l1g the e1l1uent of BorooJ and 
P facl l i l 1es to\\ ard the mta\":e locatIOn Ho\\ e, er. the 1 I1creased 110\\ commg from 
the ea tern bound� helps in di lutmg that effluent and aBe\ !ates the effect of bnne 
discharge of industnal fac i ht le  on the mtake The re\erse \\ md dlrectJOn does also 
reduce the Impact of TalJeer effiuent on mtak.e condlt lon 
mce the effect or  re, erse \\ md direction is l imited. as the occurrence IS  about 231l u  
0\ er the \\ hole \ ear. the alternati\ e proposed scenarios d iscussed later \\ i l l  consider 
onl) for the most dommant \\ md direction. that represents the most pre\ mhng 
conditions d un ng the year Tables 5 of and 5. - sho\\ the cost calculatIOn for three 
cenarJOs consldenng re\erse \\ md dlrectJOn 
5 -20 
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F igure 5 .2,  ComparISon or temperature for three scenarios conSidering pre\ allmg 
and re\ en� \\Ind d irectIon at \\ 1 I1ter WRT \\ mter Re\ er e Temperature, WDT ­
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FIgure :' 19 Comparison or sah mt� for three scenanos conslden ng pre\ aIl mg and 
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Figure 5 30 Compan on of temperature for three scenarios con Idenng pre\ a1hng 
and re\ t?rse \\ 1 I1d d i rectIOn at ' ummer RTE\l P  
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Fi gure 5 .3 1  Compan on of al t nl t\ for three scenanos considering pre\ aJ 1 1l1g and 
re\ er e \\ 1 I1d d irection at ummer
' 
RSAL = ummer Re\ erse Sal tnlt� and 0 AL 
ummer Dominant al i nity 
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rable - I F de nl mntlOn p lant annual chell1Jcal and ele tncal co 1 at umm r and 
\\ I I1 t'r for re, er e \\ md olr clton 
cenano 
ub Total ( . L \ r)  -- . 
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�.59 
l oderate 
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I 
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7 ( )  1 2 .35  
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Table .5 5 Comparison of Tolal annual co ts l"or dommant and re\ erse \\ ind dIrectIon 
. cenano I Annual Cost 1"or 
00111lnant Wmd 
Annual Co t for I ncrease 1 11 Cost 
+ --
BasIC  � lod� 4 . .57().R40 
t\loderate I 
E xpan Ion '23 .5 1 I .  I)\)() 23.7 1 3 .205 \ _ lodel 
I � l�lor 
E'\.pansion 1 4H,3S2.<l96 I 4�.254.('55 
lodel l 





I n  order to mmm11/e the negatl\ e Impact of bnne circulatIOn to\\ ard the mtake ["or the 
proposed scenanos. e\ era! propo a! are 1 11\  eSligated for the intake and outfall 
configurations These proposals can be summari/ed as fol lo\\ s ·  
ltemative I ( Alt. I ) . Change the mtake con figuration b�  extendi ng the mtake 
locatIon offshore to an area recen mg cooler and less sal ine \\ ater (about 1 000 ) 
5-23 
\ l te math'e 2 ( 1t.2 ) hange the outfal l configu ration b� extendIng the de aI matlOn 
outfal l In a locat ion that ha lo\\ er Impact on the Inta1-.e location 
hematin 3 ( 1 t .3 )  hangc the outfal l configuration to dl charge the emllent In 
deeper lone 
I n  addit ion to the abo\ e alternat l \  e , the sal lmt� and temperature at d ifferent depths 
cl e to I !1tak.e location are e\ al liated F igure : 32 sho\\ the locatIOn of e I tmg 
de al l l1al 1on II1take, e I t Ing dc'ahnatlOn out fall,  alternatl\ e locatIOn for II1take and 
allernat l \  e location lor outfall 
The h� drod� namlc  I Inli latlon \\ a conducted con Iden ng the e alternat l \  es 
F igu re 5 32 i'.1ap o f  Rll\\ aI area sho\\ i ng ( A) eXI ting mtake location ( B )  
e\.\stll1g outfal l locatIOn ( C )  proposed altemat l \  e for intake 10cal1on (T 3 )  ( D) 
propo ed altemat i\  e for outfal l 
Results of  Alternati \ e  I u mmer and Winter) 
The imulatlOn results for altemat l \ e  I are ho\\n \11 F igures B I to B 1 2  ( Append l 
B)  for sahrut� and temperature considering moderate and major expansIOn of  e l ' tll1g 
mdustrial fac i l it ies at summer and \\ inter, 
5 -24 
As a summary of the results as sho\"TI in Appendix B, table 5.6 shows the average 
salirtity and temperature as a result of adopting alternative 1 at existing conditions. 
Tables 5 . 7  shows the operation cost calculation for chemical and electrical power 
expenses for summer and winter. Table 5.8 shows the reduction in cost when Alt. l is 
employed for the three scenarios. It is noticed that the reduction in cost is minimum. 
Salinity and temperature at summer and winter are decreased. However, i t  is noticed 
that the reduction in temperature at winter is quite high compared with summer 
temperature. 
Table 5.6 S al ini ty and Temperature results for Alternative 1 compared with Existing 
conditions results · 
Summer (Alt. I) Winter(AltI)  
Scenario Temperature Temperature 
Salinity (ppt) Salinity (ppt) 
(0C) (0C) 
Basic Model 45.23 3-1. 6 45.06 22. 06 
Moderate 
45. 32 35. 1 45. 25 - 22. 3 
Expansion 
Major EX'Pansion 45. 42 35. 5 45. 5 22. 6 
Summer (Existing Conditions) Winter (Existing Conditions) 
Temperature Temperature 
S al inity (ppt) Salinity (ppt) (0C) (0C) 
Basic Model 45.24 34.8 45.07 22. 1 
M oderate 
45.36 35.3 45.30 22.5 
EX'Pansion 
Major Expansion 45.48 35.9 45.60 23 
5-25 
T�ble 5 .7 MSF d�alination plant annual chemical and electric cost at sununer and 
wmter for alternatIve 1 .  
Moderate 
Scenario Basic Model Ex--pansion Maior ExpansioIl Summer Winter Summer Winter SummeI Winter 
flntake Sal inity (ppt) 
Iremperature C 
tMf) kg/s tMcw) kg's 
(Mb) kg/s 
IMtobl kg/s 
lPower (KWh) for H 
Ifm) 
�ing cost 
KMS/yr) iChemical Cost 




8 1 03 
1 35 1  






22.06 35. 1 
2076 1 0494 
963 45 1 65 
1 336 6794 
4375 62453 
691 9871  
0.45 6.49 
3.56 1 7.99 
4.01  24.48 
45.25 45.42 45.5 
22.3 35.5 22.6 
1 0485 2 1 074 2 1 1 42 
4922 97505 1 0205 
6785 1 3674 1 3742 
22 1 92 132253 45089 
3507 20903 7 1 26 
2 .30 13 .73 4.68 
1 7.98 36. 14 36.25 
20.28 49.87 40.94 
Total (M$/yr) 4.55 23.22 47.19 
Table 5.8 Cost comparison for three scenarios considering alternative 1 
Total Annual 
Scenario Total Annual Cost Cost (Alternative Difference In Percentage in 
(ExistinJ� Conditions' 1 )  Cost Saving 
Basic Model 4,576 840 4,553,330 23,500 0.5 1 %  
Moderate 
Expansion 
Model 23,5 1 1 ,996 23,221 ,0 1 7  291 ,000 1 .24% 
Major 
Expansion 
Model 48,382,096 47,1 89,741 1 , 1 93,000 2.46% 
Results of Alternative 2 (Summer and Winter) 
The results presented in Figures B. 1 3  to B.24 (Appendix B) show that alternative 2; 
extending outfall location by about 1000m away from the nearby zone at summer and 
winter, improves slightly the intake water properties in terms of receiving less saline 
and cooler water from that location. Although, the reduction difference in salinity and 
temperature is considered insignificance, but that alternative emph.a<;izes on the 
5-26 
importance m identifying the right location and configuration for outfal l system 
especial l " when there is a planning o f  new expansion of existing industrial facilities 
The results show that, extendmg the effluent away from the shoreline, and 
considering the circulation process, wind direction , and current movement, the new 
location helped i n  reducing the intake water sal inity and temperature. Although, the 
reduction is low, but it IS quite evidence that the outfall configuration plays an 
Important role  in enhancing the M S F  o verall operation performance by reducing the 
salinity and temperature at intake location. It is \ orth mentioning that the bloom that 
flow from east direction helped in lowering the effect of the brine effluent of the 
industrial facil ities, due to mixing process. Table 5.9 shows the sal inity and 
temperature results for existing and alternative 2.  
Table 5 .9 Salinity and Temperature results for Alternative 2 and existing conditions 
Summer (AJt.2) Winter(Alt2) 
S cenario Temperature Salinity Temperature 
S al inity (ppt) 
(0C) (ppt) - (0C) 
Basic  Model 45.23 34.8 45.06 2 1 . 8 
Moderate 
Expansion 
45 .36 35.3 45.25 22.35 
Major Ex-pansion 45 .48 35.9 45 .50 22.6 
Winter (Existing 
Summer (Existing Conditions) 
Conditions) 
Temperature Salinity Temperature 
Sal inity (ppt) 
(0C) (ppt) eC) 
Basic Model 45.24 34.8 45.07 22. 1 
Moderate 
45. 3 6  35.3 45.30 22.5 
Expansion 
Major Ex-pansion 45.48 35.9 45.60 23 
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Table 5 . 1 0  MSF plant annual chemical and electric cost at summ d · fi 
alternati e 2 
er an wmter or 
Moderate Major 
Scenario Basic Model Expansion Expansion 
Summer Winter Summer Wmter SumrneJ Winter 
lntake Salinity (ppt) 45.23 45.06 45.36 45.25 45.48 45.50 
Temperature °C 34.8 2 1 . 8  35 .3  22.35 35.9 22.6 
(Mf) kg/s 209 1 2076 1 05 1 1  1 0464 2 1 1 25 2 1 1 42 
CMcw) kpjs 8397 928 48778 4987 1 1 1 9 1 4  1 0205 
CMI,) kg/s 1 35 1  1 336 68 1 1  6764 1 3725 1 3742 
Mtotal kg/s 1 1 839 4340 661 00  222 1 5  146764 45089 
lPower (KWh) for H 
1 87 1  686 1 0447 35 1 1  11m) 23 1% 7 1 26 
!PumP ing cost 
KM$/yr) 1 .23 0.45 6.86 2.3 1 1 5 .24 4.68 !chemical Cost 
3.59 3 .56 1 8.02 1 7.94 36.22 36.25 (M$/yr) 
�ub Total (M$/yr) 4.8 1  4. 0 1  24.89 20.25 5 1 .46 40.94 
Total (M$/yr) 4.57 23.50 48.31 
Table 5. 1 1  : MSF plant annual total cost (chemical and electric cost) at winter for 
alternative 2 
Total Annual Cost Total Annual Cost Difference in 
Scenario (Existing cost 
Saving 
Conditions) 
(Alternative 2) (%) 
Basic Model 4,576,840 4,573,609 323 1 0.07 
Moderate 
Expansion 23,5 1 1 ,9% 23,4%,427 1 5569 0.07 
Model 
Major 
Expansion 48,382,0% 48,305,722 76374 0. 1 6  
Model 
As a summary of the above results, table 5 .9  shows the average salinity and 
temperature as a result of adopting alternative 2. Table 5 . 1 0  shows the operation cost 
calculation for annual chemical and electric power cost for summer and winter. Table 
5 . 1 1  shows the comparison between existing condition with old outfall location and 
alternative 2; extending outfall location further offshore away from the shoreline area 
Selecting the outfall location is considered as important factor in setting out the MSF 
5 -28 
location, and by applying the two alternatives (Alt. l & Alt.2),  the effect of the brine 
discharge will be minimized 
' esults of Alternative 3 (Summer and Winter) 
�rnatlve 3 · changing the outfall depth to discharge at lower sea water level, had no 
_ficance impact at the intake location, since the effluent discharge had transported 
to saturate the ful l vertical alignment of the water profile especially at coastl ine area. 
Changing the o utfal l location in terms of vertical al ignment should be studied 
carefully, especiall at the areas where many industrial faci lities do exist and brine 
dIscharge is high. 
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H PT E R  (6 )  
co. 'e L 1 0 . D RECOl\l l I E  ' D T I O. 
The tlld� of the h� drod) namlc phenomena 10 coastal \\ater I considered one of the 
mn or factor that 10n uenee the de Ign of coastal 10du tnal fac J l i t ies or expand10g the 
C I tmg ones . uch stud) I \ Ital to 10\ e t igate the best and most optImum 
10c41l1on e nfiguratlon of 1OtaJ..e and outfal l s� tern The current study hlghl tghts the 
Importance of electmg careful locatIOn for the 10take and outfal l  part icularly for the 
1 ' F  de al1041t l On plant Th eleclton I S  made so that the e ITect of em Ironmental 
conditIOn of the mtaJ..e feed \\ ateL mamly the sahnIt� and temperature, upon the 
\ eral l \1 F performance IS optllm/ed and the operatIOnal cost IS e\ entllal l�  
111 I l1 1111 1 1  ed Water d�nanllc and cl rculat lon pre\ ru l mg in the coastal area dictate the 
·tatu of temperature and al t l1 1 t) of the 1OtaJ..e feed \\ ateL 
To achle\ e the abo \ e  goal . t\\ O h� drodynami c  rulalyses \\ ere conducted 10 the 
pre em stud� , the fir t for the ent ire Arabian Gulf  and the second for the local stud) 
area of RU\\ aI . That model1Og \\ as camed out usmg the \\ e l l-k.no\'l1 Delft3 D model 
The model re-ult \\ ere fU\ orabl� cal Ibrated agrunst \\ ater le\ els at Abu Dhabi coast 
The local hydrod�namlc model of Ru\\ rus \\ as also cal ibrated agrunst \\ ater 
ob en atIons as \\ el l as alm it� and temperature field measurements atta1010g fair 
agreement beh\ een the s imulated and obsen ed , anables. 
The present \\ ork dId also e\ aluate the d i rect e1Tect of 1OtaJ..e sahl111) and temperature 
upon the operatIOnal co t of M F desal InatI On p lant The operatIOnal costs \\ ere 
ubdl\  Ided mto t\\ O major groups. chermcal costs and energ) costs. ChemIcal costs 
are assOCiated \\ 11h the chemIcal added at the feed pomt such as antl-scalrull, 
anu foam. etc The energ) costs are assocIated \\ Ith l i fti ng and pumpmg the feed and 
coohng \\ aters throughout \ anous desalmat IOn processes The cost analYSIS conducted 
10 chapter 3 showed that an mcrease 10 sal i ni ty of about 33% leads to an Increase 10 
the chemical cost b) about 3 3 . 5 %  \\hi le an i ncrease in  the intake water temperature of 
about 20% leads to an i ncrease i n  the energy cost by about 78%. Such results 
mdlcated that the i ntake \\ ater temperature has more pronounced effect on the annual 
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operational co t of the \1 F de almat lon p lants knO\\ m!.! that the enerL" cost I much - - .  
high r than the chemical cost 
In  order to e\ a luate the Impact of hi gh al mit: and temperature on the M F 0\ erall 
performance and oClated operational co t, three cenano \\ ere considered The 
fir t cenano con Idered the e Istmg condit ions " hI le  the second and third scenario 
a umed m derate and maJor e"\.pan Ion tal-mg place m the e Istmg fac I l llle a \\ e l l  
a their dl po ed emuent The moderate and m�lor e pan ions are represented b� 
dil uent dl charg , I I1creased 5 and 1 0  ti mes the e Ist ing d ischarges from the current 
facI l ll 1e . re p ct l\  el� 0 t anal� I " as carned out to e\ aluate the s igni ficance of 
ea h scenario and I tS Impact on the I F perfo rmance. The annual operational co t 
e tlmated I'or the three cenano \\ ere e lllnated at about 4 58 .  23 5. and 48 .4  M i l l ion 
L 0 I t  I \, orth ment IOning that such operatIOnal co ts \\ ere based on h� drod) namic 
Imulal10n results as oClated \\lth the most frequent \\ md conditIOns pre\ ai l Ing m the 
area. that I north\\ e tern \\ ind of 5 2 m s a\ erage magnitude 
To deCide on the most optimum intal-e outfal l configuratIOn. three altematn e 
configuration \\ ere con Idered and e\ al uated These alternatn es are: 
Iternative 1 Change the mtal-e configuration b� extendmg the mtal-e location 
orf: hore to an area recen mg cooler and less salme \\ atef 
lternati,,'e 2 Change the outfal l configuration by extendmg the desal mation outfal l 
1 11 a locatIOn that has 10\\ er Impact on the II1take location. 
Alternative 3 Change the outfal l configuration to discharge the emuent m deeper 
zone 
TIle h) drod�namlc s imulation resul ts showed l itt le 0\ eral l reduction m the sal ini ty 
and temperature achle\ ed with al l tested altemat l \  es and consldenng the three 
scenarios. especlal l �  the first scenario of eXIst ing conditIOns ThiS mdlcates that the 
current eXlstmg mtake/outfal l configuratIOn has been carerul l�  selected m ant icipation 
of , anous em'lronmental conditions and d ifferent future expansions. The sheltered 
locatIOn of the intake minimized the effect  of effluent brine discharged from the 
eXi st ing industnal fac i l i t ies on the desalination mtake. 
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\\temat l\  e I dId. ho\\ e\ er achle\ e not iceable a\ 109 In the annual operational co t 
ompared to the e I tmg configuration for moderate and maJor e panslon ( I  2 ° 0  and 
2 ,, ( 0 )  uch percentage e\ en though look smal l .  the� represent major annual 
U\ I I1g e t1 mated at 2tJ 1 .000 and 1 . 1  tJ3.()OO U D. re pect l \  el� As tated earl Ier, the 
ucce s of locatmg the eXI tmg de almatlOn mtake cau ed the SU\ 109 achie\ ed 10 
case of current effi uent to be 10 Igm Jicant ( 0  5 ° 0  or 2 3 .  "00 l D )  
"" tud\ 109 the effect of th I e  - frequent re\ e r  e \\Ind d i rection upon the I F 
performance reflected higher operatIOnal co t than the case of dommant \\ md 
dIrectIOn. TIll \\ as te ted for the case of baS IC  cenario ( current effiuents ) and 
con Idenng the e"\: 1 tmg t ntal-.e outfal l configuratIOn uch result suggests that further 
-a\ 1I1g can be achle\ d \\lth d I fferent altemat l\ es 10 case of consldenng the re\ erse 
\\ md d Irection e pe lal l) I f the future expansIon IS hmlted to the \\ estern effiuent of 
Tal-seer onl� 
TIle result indicate that locatmg the mtal-.e near the shoreline 10  case of large 
dl charged effiuent IS not ad\ Isable. smce the coastal shore \\ ater IS shal lo\\ and IS 
hlghl�  affected b\ an� mcrease 10 the temperature and sahnIt� due to slo\\ mt. 109 
proce' and 10\\ cI rculatIOn Ithough. e"\:tendmg the mtahe configuration requi re' 
1 I1 1 l 1al capital co L the Sa\ 109 attamed from the runnIng operational cost can 
definItely co\ er such cost 10 fe\\ years after \\ hlch pure sa\ ings are achle\ ed 
Ftnal l � . the stud� outcomes strongly recommend a great attentIOn to be prud In 
stlld� 109 and 1m est lgat1l1g the selectIOn of mtal-.e and outfal l configuratIon especlal l�  
\\ hen there IS  a plan for major e"\:panslon to the eXIsting faCI lIt ies ThIs selectIon 
hould be made in  l ine \\ l th ful l  understandIng of the hydrod� narruc phenomena 
pre\ ru l Ing In the area under study as \\ el l  as a\\ areness of the rele\ant em I ronmental 
condItIOns. b� la\\ s and regulation 
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APPENDIX A 
Table A 1 Variarion in seawater density (kg/m3) as a function of temperature eC) and 
salinity (ppm). 
T {nC) 
1 0  
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flO 
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6 0  
6 5  
7 0  







1 1 0 
























1 0 1 5  
1 0 1 4 
1 0 1 3  
1 0 1 2  









989 . 3  
986 . 3  
983.2 
980 
97 6 . 7 
9 7 3 . 2  
9G9.G 
965.9 
Sal in i t�· �£m 
30000 -1 0000 50000 60000 70000 
1 023 1 03 1  1 038 1 046 1 054 l 
1 022 1 930 1 03 7  1 04 5  1 053 
1 02 1  1 0 28 1 0 36 1 044 1 0 5 1  
1 0 1 9  1 027 1 034 1 0 4 2  1 050 . 
1 0 1 8 1 025 1 033 1 040 1 048 
1 0 l G  1 023 1 03 1 1 038 1 046 
1 0 1 4  102 1 1 029 1 03 6 1 044 
1 0 1 2  10 1 9 1 02 7  1 03 4  1 042 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 7  1 02 4  1 0 3 2  1 039 
1 007 1 0 1 5  1 02 2  1 029 1037 
1 005 1 0 1 2  1 020 1027 1 034 
1 002 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 7  1 024 1 032 
999.5 1 007 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 2  1 029 
096 . 6 l OOt! 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 9  1 026 
993 . 7 1 0 0 1  1 008 1 0 1 6  1 023 
900 .6 997 . 9  1 00 5  1 0 1 3 1 020 
987.4 994.7 1 00 2  1 0 1 0  1 0 1 7  
984 99 1 . 1 998.8 1 006 1 0 1 4  
980 .G 988 995.4 1 003 1 0 1 0  
977 984 .1  mn.9 999.3 1 007 
973 .3  980.8 988 . 3  995. 7  1 003 
Table A2 Variation in latent heat of water evaporation in (kJ/kg) as a function of 
temperature COC). 
T ("C) a lculntcd Latcnt La tcnt Heat from Percentage 
Heat (kJlkg) Steam Tables (kJlkgl Error 
;) 2 1 8!J.8!J 2·1 89 56 0 0 1324 1 . 
1 0  2-1 77 9:l 2H7 75 0 007259 
1 5  2-166.006 2465 93 0.003078 
20 245·1 . 1 06 2·15 I 1 2  0.000577 
2:; 24.t 2. 2 1 8  2·1 1 2  3 0 003365 . 
30 2 1 30 33 2-130 /18 0.006 1 75 
3" 2·1 1 8 4 3  2-1 1 8  G2 0.007845 
-1 0 2·106.507 2·106 72 0 008854 
tS 'l 239 1 5 1 8 239 1 . 7 7 0 00927 1 
50 2382. 5 1 2 2382. 75 0.008746 
55 2:370. - l7G 2370.GG 0 007767 
GO 2358.339 2358 4 8  0.005984 
G.') 2 3·I G 1 1 9 23.t 6. 2 1 0.00389 
70 2:l:l3 80 I 2333.84 0.001563 
7:i 232 1 38 1 232 1 . 3 7  0.000489 
80 2308 8 1  2308.78 0 0026 1 4  
H!i 2296. 1 (;9 229G.05 0.005 1 66 
90 2283 :l5 1 2283 . 1 9  0.007 192 
05 2270.385 2270. 1 9  0.008602 
• 1 00 2257.25 2257.03 0 009743 
1 0;, 22·1:3 93G 22- 13.7  0.0 1 0528 
1 10 2230. 4 3 2  2230. 2 0.0 101 1 5  
1 1 5 22 1 G.72G 22 1 6.5 0.0 1 020G 
I :!O 2202.80G 2202 6 1  0 008904 
1 25 2 1 88.6G 2 1 88.5 0.0073 1 6  
1 30 2 1 7 t 276 2 1 74 . 1 7  0.004888 
1 35 2 1 59 6·13 2 1 50 . . 59 0.00244 1 
1 4 0  2 l oJ 1 . 7 4 8  2 11 1 . 7 6  0.00058 
1 ·1 5  2 1 20.579 2 1 29.65 0.0033,1 
1 5 0  2 1  ] .1 . 1 25 2 1 1 4 . 2 6  0.006395 
1 55 2098.373 2098 . 5 7  0.009369 
1 60 2082. 3 1 3  2082.56 0.0 1 187 
I G" 20G5 93 1 2066. 2 1  0.0 1 3499 
1 70 20 1 9. 2 1 6  20 1 9. 5  0.0 1 3838 
1 7.') 2032. 1 57  2032 . 4 2  0.0 1295 
1 80 20 1 - 1 . 7·\ 2 0 1 ·1 . 9 5  
0.0 1 0402 
1 8·5 1 996. 955 1 fJ97 .07 0.005742 
1 90 1 978.79 1 978. 7 6  0.00 1 499 
1 95 1 960 232 1 9GO 0.01 1 8 1 2  
200 1 9 -1 1 2W 1 9 10.75 
0.02674 1 
Table A3 Variation in seawater boiling point elevation (0C) as a function of temperature 
COC) and salinity (wt"Io) . 
..... . . .  , ..  . ... . .. ... - . - , -, ... . . .... ........... .. -{ , 
Sahnit�, (wt%) 
(ctllper:ltllre ·C 1 2 � <I 5 6 
1 0 0 .08!) o 1 7 1 0 2.'58 0.�'18 0 4 1 1 o 5�8 
1 ;'  0.087 0 1 75 0.26G 0.�59 0 -156 0!;!)6 
20 0.089 0. 1 80 0.273 0' 370 0.470 0.575 
2.) 0.09 1 0 . 1 85 0.28 1 0 38 1  0. '185 0 593 
�O 0 093 0 1 90 0.290 0 393 0.500 0 6 1 2  
3;) o 0!J6 0. 1 95 0 298 OA 05 0.5 1 6  0.630 
10 o 09!) 0 20 1  o a07 0 "  1 7  0.5� 1 0 6 18 
·1;' 0 1 0 1  0 207 o :-I I G  0 .430 0 54 6  0.666 
50 0. 1 0 1  0 2 1 :-1  o :-I:! G  0 . 4 13  0.5G2 0 68·1 
[,5 0. 1 08 0 2:W o :J:JG 0. .t 56 0.578 0.703 
GO 0. 1 1 1  0 227 0 :-1 1 6 OAGlJ 0.59 1 0.7 2 1  
G!i O i l!) 0. 2:1·1 o 3;j 7  0.483 0. 6 1 0 0.739 
70 0 1 1 8  0.2·1 1 o 3GB o 197 0 627 o 75G 
75 0 1 22 0 2· 19 0.379 0.5 1 1  0.6 1 3  0.774 
80 o 1 2G 0.257 0.39 1 0.525 o GGO 0.7lJ2 
85 0. 1 30 0.2G:; OA02 0 5-1 0 0.677 0 8 1 0  
no o 1 35 0 . 27· 1  0 . .1 1 5  o 5!i.) 0.GlJ4 0 828 
93 o 1 39 0.283 0 ·1 2 7  0.57 1 0.7 1 1  0 8·15 
1 00 0. 1 ·1 \ 0 . 2lJ2 O. HO 0.587 0.728 0.8G3 
1 0;; 0 1 1 9  0.�0 1 0. \53  0. G03 0.7 , 16  0.880 
1 1 0 0. 1 5 \ 0. 3 1 1 0. I G 7  0.6 1 9  0. 76·1 0.898 
The correl:ll ion for the bOll lnJ! point elevatIOn o f �('awate
r I �  
nPE = /I X + 1) X2 + C X' I  
wilh 
A = (8.325x 1 0  :l + I 883'( 1 0 � T + .1 .0'l:d a r. T:!) 
II = (- 7.(i2;)x 1 0 - 1 + lJ.02x lO-5 T - 5.2xl O-; T2) 
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Table A4 Variation in seawater boil ing point elevation (DC) as a function of temperature 
eC) and salinity (wt"Io). 
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